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The .rork contained in this book is tho result of 25 years' investigation 
of electronics as they apply to knowledge and human thinking by L. Ron Hubbard, 
C. E., D. Scn" en limerican nucloOI physicist. 

In his youth, Dr. Hubbard lied the good fortune to knolT a Commander 
Thompson (M.C,) U.S,N. who had stu0.iod with SigT.lund Freud in Vienna. Stimulated by 
Froud's investigatory spirit and by the encouragement of the late Commander Thompson, 
and equipped with considerable Fe~.·sonD~ experience· in the Orient with phenomena not 
genernlly known in the ',Vestern '¥c>rld, Dr. Hubbard bent the exactitudes of Occidental 
engineering to the investigation and pr~ctical c.~plication of such dnta to the human 
mir~. 

F.is studies of the subjoct were extremely broad and varied. They included 
such things as expcc1i tions to investig[~te tho ethnology of twelve widely-separated 
primitive cultures, an intensive survey of the endocrine system, the study of early 
~tDrs and philosophers on the subject of ma~ind and epistemology, and the direct 
study or his forte, nuclear physics, as it might bo found to apply to the human 
intellect. 

In addition to Siemund Freud mId ComrJander Thompson, he has credited the 
following persons as source nateriul for much of his work: 

lill.l1Xo.go ras 
lU'istotle 
Socrates 
Plato 
Euclid 
Lucretius 
Roger Bo.con 
Isaac Newton 
van Leeuwenhoek 

Voltaire 

Thomas Paine 
Thomas Jefferson 
Rene Descartes 
J~e~ Clerk Maxwell 
Charcot 
He!.'bert Spencer 
Willirun James 
'Jill Durant 
Count ~Ufred Korzybski 

Dr. Hubbard's ITork has excited interost und commont throughout the world, 
and its more elementary forms are today taught in at least tyro leading universities. 
Some of his earlier discoveries have become accepted fact by tho medical profession 
and his methodology is now in use in several institutions. 

Some think of this work as the only significant enlargement of the field 
of the mind since Freud's papers in the late 19th centuryj others think of it as 
the Western world's first workable organisation of Eastern philosophy. It has been 
called by two of tho loading writers in A.'"!lerica~ "The most significant advance of 
mankind in the 20th century". 

Many lay writers have sensationulised those developments in the extreme, 
and others have levelled against this work the bitterest of condemnations: whether 
bad or good, no development in tho field of the mind for many centuries has excited 
so much interest. 

Dr. HubbDxd is himself a gentleman of ~9?siderable energy and of extremely 
wide interests~ he has written fiction under many of his pon-names; and, indeed, 
financed and supported his own investigations which have cost slightly less thana 
hundred thousand dollars, with his mm pen. He has been culled lithe best-known 
psychiatrist in the worid today", but his interests do not lie in the field of prac
tice but in the field of continued invostigation. He is giving his time increo.s
ingly to his hobbies of auto- and yacht-racing, and rather doplo~es the inroads 
3cientology m~kos upon his time. 

THE EDITOR 





CHAPTER I 

THE BEINGNESS OF 1~ 

SCientology is defined as the science of knowing how to know. It ~es 
he entire field of kno\7ledge and includes as part of this the human mind, which could 
e considered as a computer of and vessel for knowledge. 

The science has many branches - as would ~~y proper science of knowledge -
nd these embrace ilhat were designated in the past lithe humanities". Education, 
riminality, sociology, psychologJT and othe~ such studies have their proper place in 
he framework of scientolo~J. 

Built on organised axioms, tha science more closely resembles an "exact 
cience" such as physics or chemistrJ or a mathematics such as geometry, for its 
efini tions are precise a..'1d from them proceed the resolution of problems which have 
eon of interest to mnnkind but which, until now, did not have satisfactory solution. 

The essence of sciontology is its practicality: its application is broad 
nd its results are uniformly predictable. It WIlS designed to "make the able more 
ble", not to "treat" the psychotic or neurotic or psycho-somatically ill. But its 
pplication in the latt8r, when done by a competent and properly-trained practi t;ioner, 
)rm the only thoroughly validated psycho-therapy known to man today, and by its use 
)me 70% of man's ills may be remedied at a cost of time ~d money lower than any 
~her similar effort ~~d with a higher effectiveness. 

The scienco falls iii thin the classic definition of sciences and is probably 
)re vigorously organised than other groups of data which bear the designation. It 
i derived from closely defined axioms which predict p4enomena which is then uniform
r discoverable in the real universe. 

Any study of knowledge could not but be intimately comlected with the 
lingness of man and the earliest axioms of scientology began to predict and the 
~er developments eventually discovered the highest level data so far obtained on 
Le identity and capability of life. 

The well-beingness and, indoed, the continued survival of mankind depends 
'on an exact kn0\71edge of his ovm capabilities; and this, more particularly, of his 
n relationship to knowledge itself. 

The basic goal of man ~hich embraces all his activities is apparently 
".rvivel. Survival might be defined as an impulse to persist through time, in 
ace, as matter and energy. 

The impulse to survival is found to contain eight sub-impulses. These 
e, first, the urge to survive as self; second, the urge to survive through sex 
the extension of children; third, the jmpulse to survive as a group; fourth, 

e impulse to survive as mankind itself; fifth, the urge to survive as animal life; 
xth, the impulse to survive as the material urriverse of matter, energy, space and 
ne; seventh, the impulse to survive as a spirit; and eighth, the impulse to 
rvive as what may be celled the Supreme Being. 

The above sub-impulses are called dynamics; combined, they fom the 
3rnll urge towards survivcl, but each one of itself plays its important role, both 
thc individual ~d in the wider sphere named as a part of each impulse. Thus we 
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see the intor-dependancy of tp~ individucl with the family, with the group, with the 
specics, with lifo-forms, with the material universo itsolf, with spirits, and with 
God; and we seo tho dependency of e2ch one of these entitios upon the individual as 
a part of it. 

The human mind could be conceived to bo the recorder, computer und solver 
of probloms relnting to survival. 

Scientolob~ introduces new and more workable ways of thinking about things. 
It has found thc:t an c.bsolutc is unobtainable: neither zoro nor infinity arc as 
themselves discoverablc in a real universe, but as absolutes may be posed as symbols 
for an abstraction which could be supposed to exist but which docs not exist in fact. 
Therefore, thoro would i)Q no absolute good ('.lld no absolute evil. A thing to be 
"good" would depend on thc viewpoint of tho obsorver, and thG sruno condition would 
exis t for "bad". 

An optimum solution to any problGm 'I;1ould be thnt solution which brought 
tho greatost benofits to tho groc.tost number of dynamics. The poorest solution 
'l'loul9- be. th2.t solution which brought tho fewest benefits to tho least number of 
dyn~ics. And. h.3r(' a bent.:fi t would be defino.d as that which Vlould enhance sur
vive!. Activi tios which brought i:linimal survival to c. lessur number of dynamics 
c...'1d domagod the survivnl of a groeter number of dynamics could not be considered 
rationcl nctivities. 

Whil0 thoro could be no absolute right or absolute wrong, a right action 
would depend upon its nssisting tho survival of th8 dynamics ~ediately concerned; 
a wrong action would impede th" survival of tho dynamics concerned. 

Thought is subdivisiblo into dat~. L datum \1ould bo anything of which 
one could become a\1CXO, ~hethor tho thing existed or whether he created it. 

Croativenoss could bo found to exceed existence itself; by obscrvation 
0l1d definition it hl discoverablo thc.t thOUGht does not necessarily have to be 
preceded by data, but can croate data. Imcgination can then crcate without ref
crence to pro-existiflG states, nnd is not necessarily dependent upon experience 
or data Qnd does not necessarily combine those for its products. Imagination 
could be classifiod as tho ability to cro~te or forecast a future or to create, 
chango or destroy a present or past. 

Cause is motive.ted by tho futw·c. 

Sci~ntology as it applies to life is soon as a study in statics and 
kinetics, which is to say a study of tho interplay betwoen no motion and all 
motion, or loss motion and more motion. 

In thought itsolf at its highest rango, we discover the only t~ue static 
known. In physics a static is represented as a body at rest, but it is known in 
physics that a body at rost is yot an equilibrium of forces and is itsolf in motion 
if only on the lovel of molecular motion. ~ true static would contain no motion, 
no time, no space and no wavelength. To this static in sCiontology is assigned 
the mathematical symbol theta. This designation means solely a thooretical static 
of distinct and prccisely defined qualities with c~rtain potentials. 

The all-motion or more-motion kinetic is termed 1~ST. This word repre
sents tho material Ul1ivorso, or any universe. It is combined from the first 
letters of the four ~ords: matter, energy, space and time. 
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The interplay between theta and mest result in activities known as life, 
and causes the animation of living life forms. In the absence of an interplay, 
the life form is dead. 

The beingness of man, by which it is meant homo sapiens, derives its 
impulse to .. ard thought and action from theta and takes its material form in mest. 

Man, homo sapiens, is a composite being of four distinct and divisible 
actualities: these parts are termed the thetan, the memory banks, the genetic 
entity and the body. 

The thetan, which will be described later in greater detail, has the 
impulse of theta itself and can exist in matter, energy, space and time, but der
ives its impulse from the potential of theta itself and has certain definite goals 
and behaviour characteristics of its own. 

The st&~dard memorJ banks and the reactive memory banks compose the 
memory banks of homo sapiens. Those, in the analogy of an electronic computer, 
are the file system. The standard bmks can be said to contain data of which 
man is easily and analytically gware and the reactive banks are those which con
tain stimulus response, experience, the action of which is below the level of his 
awareness. The content of tho reactive banks was received during moments of 
lessened awareness such as the unconsciousness of early life in times of weari
ness, severe pain or heavy emotional stress, such data operating automatically 
thereafter to command the person without his consent. The standard memory banks 
are those in which experience is stored for use in the estimation of the effort 
necessary for survival and are concerned wi th analytical thought. There is an 
additional storage of memory itself in a purer form than in these banks, but this 
memory is contained in the capabilities of the thetan. 

The genetic entity is that beingness not dissimilar to the thetan which 
has carried forward and developed the body from its earliest moments along the 
evolutionary line on earth and which, through experience, necessity and natural 
selection, has employed the counter-efforts of the environment to fashion an 
organism of the type best fitted for survival, limited only by the abilities of 
the genetic entity. The goal of the genetic entity is survival on a much 
grosser plane of materiality. 

The body itself is a carbon-oxygen engine which runs at a temperature 
of 98.6 on low combustion fuel, generally derived from other life forms. The 
body is directly monitored by the genetic entity in activities such as respir
ation, heart-beat and endocrine excretions; but these activities may be modified 
by the Thetan. 

The human mind could be said to be the primary activity of the thetan 
with his own memory and ability plus the analytical standard memory banks, modi
fied by the reactive memory banks of the genetic entity, and limited by the mech
anical abilities and adaptabilities in action of the body itself. 

These four parts of homo sapiens are detachable one from the other. 

The personality and beingness which actually is the individual and is 
avvare of being aware and is ordinarily and normally the "person" and who the in
dividual thiwcs he is, is the Thetan; and this awareness can continue, is clari
fied and is not interrupted by a detachment from the body which is accompliabable 
by standard processing. 

The Thetan is immort~~ and is possessed of capabilities well in excess 
of those hitherto predicted for man and the detachment accomplishes in the sober 
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practice of scienc~ the realisation of goals envisioned but questionably, if ever, 
obtained in spiritualism, mysticism and allied fields. 

The anato~y of the beingness of man is one of the lesser studies of 
scientology where that beingness relates only to homo sapiens, for the detachment 
of the thetan by standard operating procedure is in common practice a simplicity, 
and it is therefore unawarded to explore to much greater depths the remaining com
bination of the standard ~~d reactive banks, the genetic entity and the body, sinc 
the last three are a specialised combination. Yet in obtaining the technology 
necessary to bring about a complete state of beingness of that which a man actuall 
is found to be, provided considerable data and technology in the field of Demory 
recordings, tho peculiarities of energy behaviour around end about the body, the 
history of the evolutionary line, the ident~ty of the genetic entity and much of 
the construction of the body itself, C~ well as the construction of the real 
universe. The bulk of tho data which concerns homo sapIens, other than the 
beingness of the thetan, has been covered adequately earlier &~d elsewherc.* 

The beingneso of man is essentially the boingness of theta itself acting 
in tho mest and other universes in the accomplishment of the go~~s of theta and 
under the determination of a specific individual and particular personality for 
each being. 
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THETA-:MEST THE:ORY 

Sciontology is essentially a study of statics and kinetics. If anything, 
it is more exact than what aro called the physiccl sCionces, for it is dealing with 
a theoroticci static and a theoretical kinetic which are at the opposite ends of Q. 

spoctrum of all motion. 

Ono of the most veluablc contributions of Scientology to knowlodge is the 
definition of 0. true static. A static has no motion~ it has no width, length, 
breadth, depth; it is not held in suspension by an equilibriun of forces; it docs 
not havo mass; it docs not contain wavolengths; it has no situ~tion in time or 
spece. Formerly c static uas defined only as a motionless object which definition 
is not adequate, since an object - or a state of rest for an object - is attained 
only by ~~ equilibriuo of forces and all objects have in themselves, if only on a 
molecular loval, motion, nnd exist in space which is itself un integral portion of 
motion. Honce VIC soo we are decling with a higher lovel static. 

The capabili tie's of the static are not limited. 

The static interacts with the kinetic vrhich is considered to be the ul ti
mat0 of motion. 

In Scientology, tho static is callod by the mathematical symbol theta; 
the kinetic is c~led ~~ST. 

Theta cnn be the property or beingness of any individual and is, for our 
purposes, considered to bo individualistic for 8c.ch individual. 

MEST stands for matter, energy, space and time, [Uld is a composite of the 
first letter of each. The word ]~ST appearing all by itself denotes the physical 
universe. (I~ST) wi~h a design~tion word after it designates enother's universe. 

Tho original of the Thota-MEST theory may be found in Science of Survival 
1951. :~ter the concept of the true static was roached, proolems of processing 
began to solve much more rapidly, end the main proof of the Theta-llmST theory is 
its workability and the fact that it predicted an enormous amount of phenonenn 
which, when looked for, ;vas found to exist and which, when applied, resolved cases 
rc.pidly. 

It is now considered that tho origin of ~mST lies with theta itself, and 
th2:.t MEST, as we know the physical universe, is a product of theta. 

The physicist has adequately demonstrated that matter seems to bo com
posed of energy which has becomo condensed in certain patterns. It can also be 
adequately demonstrated in Sciuntology that energy seems to be produced by and to 
emanate from theta.. Thus it could be considered that theta producing energy, 
condenses tho space in which the onergy is contained, which thon becomes matter. 
This theory of condensation is born out by an examination of a state of aberration 
of meny preclears who have been found to have descended down the tone-scale to the 
degree that their O'7n space was contracted and who wore found to be surrounded by 
ridges cmd who are thus "solid" to the deeree that thoy are aberrated. Further, 
they can bo found to bo an· effect in the ratio that they are so solidified. 
Further, a psychotic troats words and othor symbols, including his own thoughts, 
as though they wore objects. 
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It is stated in the 1951 axioms that time could be considered to be the 
single arbitrary, and might thus be the single source of human aberration. A fur
ther investigation and inspection of time has demonstrated it to be the action of 
energy in space, and it has been found that the duration of an object roughly 
approximates its solidity. 

Time could be considered to be a manifestation in space which is varied 
by objects. An object could be considered to be any unit manifestation of energy 
including matter. 

It can be readily established that an individual loses his self-deter
minism in the ratio that he possesses objects and utilises force. 

Time could be considered to be an abstract term assigned to the behavio~ 
of objects. It can be found to be regulatable by postulates. 

The desire, enforcement and inhibition in the poosession, giving and 
receiving of objects can be found to estnblish a time-track. 

Time in the field of behaviour and experience becomes having. 
and Not Having form themselves the interchanges which become survival. 

Having 

If the auditor processes having, giving and receiving, energy and items, 
he will discover that he is processing time directly and has processed into a 
higher level the time sense and reaction of the preclear. 

The primary manifestation of this is found in criminality where the 
individual is unable to conceive the investment of energy to attain an objeot. 
He will not "work". The criminal in particular wishes to collapse and render 
wi thout time, desiring and having; whereas this may be possible in one's own 
Universe, it is not possible in the 1~ST universe. The MEST universe is so 
planned as to mako work necessary to have, thus establishing a gradient Beale 
of haVing. The criminal has not made the distinction between his own universe 
which he possibly once had and where he could attain things instantaneously·,. and 
the iVlEST universe, and thus has no "respect for property". The identifioation ot 
his own universe with the ~mST universe is so marked as to be in itself a highly 
aberrated identification, thus rendering his ~~nduct destructive to himself and 
C2..US ing him to foil. 

SPACE --
Spr:.ce is creatable by a thetan. He may also conserve, alter and destrey 

space. 

Space is the first condition necessary to action. The secend condition 
necessary is energy. The third condition is possession or not possession. 

For the purposes of prooessing, and possibly for many ~ther purposes, 
space can be considered to be the equivalent in experience of beingness. One is 
as much as he has space and as much as he can aJ. ter and occupy that space. 

ENERGY 

The qualities of ene=~ are three in n~~ber: the first is its existing 
characteristics; the second is its wavelength; tho third is its direotion of flow 
or absence of direction of flow. 
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The characteristics can be divider'! into +hree classes in their turn. 
These are flows, dispersals and ridges. The flow is a transfer of energy from one 
point to onother, and t:!:1.e energy in a flow can have any type of wave from the sim
plest sign-wave to the most complex noise-wave. Flowingness is simply the charac
teristic of transfcrringness. A dispersal is a series of outflows from a common 
paint. A dispersal is, primarily, a number of flows extending from a common 
centre. The best axanple of a dispersal is an explosion. There is such a thing 
as an in-dispersal. This Vlould be where the flows are all travelling toward a 
common centre. One might call this an imp~_osion. Outflow and inflow from a 
cornman centre are classified alike under the word 'dispersal' for handy classifi
cation. The third type of energy characteristic is. the ridge. A ridge is 
essentially suspended energy in space. It comes about by flows, dispersals or 
ridges impinging against one another with a sufficient solidity to cause an 
enduring state of energy. .A. dispersal from the right ond a dispersal from the 
left colliding in space with sufficient volume create a ridge which then exists 
after tho flow itself has ceased. The duration of rid.ges is quite long. 

Wavelength is the relativo distance from node to node in any flow of 
energy. In the MEST univorse, wavelength is commonly measured by centimetres 
or metres. The lexger the number the lower the wavelength is considered to be 
on the grcdient scale of wavelengths. The smaller the number the higher the 
wavelength is considored to be on a gradient scale. Radio, sound, light and 
other manifestations each haa its place on the gradient scale of wavelengths. 
Wavelength has no bearing upon wave characteristic, but applies to the flow or 
potential flow. A ridge has potenti.:;]. flow which, when released, may be suppose:: 
to have a wavelength. The various pcrcuptions of the body and the thetan, each 
one is established by a position on the gradient scale of wavelengths. They are 
each one an energy flow. 

Directio~ of flow, relative to the thetan, is of primary interest in 
energy study. Th~..lre would be outflow and inflow. There could be outflow and 
inflow for a source point exterior to the thetan and caused by that source point, 
ond there could bo outfloVl and inflow by tha thetan himself caused by the thetan 
himself. 

M.ATTER 

Matter is supposed to be a cond~nsation of energy. The more energy 
condenses, the less space it occupies and the greater its endurance becomes. 
A flow of energy- has a brief duration. Flows of energy meeting and causing 
ridges obtain greater solidity and longer duration. 

The solidification of matter is found to be itself duration or time. 
Energy becomes matter if condensed. Matter becomes energy if dispersed. 

The manifestations of energy are essentially at long length the mani
festations of matter; one CrulllOt consider matter without also conSidering energy. 

In processing, no differentiation:;-- made between matter end energy 
beyond labelling the f:"-f",r-flowing and more instantaneous forms "action" and the 
more solid and enduring forms "having". 

In order to have matter, one must have space, must ha;ve had energy, and 
must have. 
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AFFINITY, COMMUNICATION .LlND REALITY 

In human experience, which is probably an experience senior to and 
creative of such a thing as the material universe, space, energy e~d matter become 
beingness, dOingness and havingness. 

Beingness is spac0 regardless of energy and matter; doingness requires 
both space end matter; and havingnoss requires space and energy. 

We have a gradient scale from spaco to mattGr which starts at the arbi
trary number of 40.0 for our purposes and goes down to 0.0 for the purposes of 
homo sapiens and to .."S.O for the pu!'poses of estimating a thetan. This gradient 
scale is called the tone scale. 

Space is found to be a broad characteristic from top to bottom of the 
scale and necessary to each part of it, but it is discovered that one has less and 
less space the more the scale is descended. If one were to ~ttain zero space for 
himself, he would attail~even as a thetan,zero. That the body has space end the 
thetan apparently, to hims81f, do~s not have space, is responsible mainly for tho 
feeling of not-beingness on tho part of tho thotan which causes him to forget his 
own identity. 

On this tone-scale, we hrnve a theoretical point of no energy at 40.0, 
and a point where emrgy begins to be solid around 0.0; well below this level we 
have matter formed of the type known in the mate~ial universe. Thus one can see 
that this tone-scale is a gradient sc~e of energy, ~ that the energy is free 
toward the top of thG scale and becomes loss free and more fixed as one descends 
the scale. 

A very important triangle in SCientology is the triangle called ARC. 
This means l~finity, Reality and Communication. It was used for some time before 
its relation to enor~j was understood. 

Affinity is wave characteristic and is the range of human emotions. 
Human ~motions manifest themselves in energy flows, dispersals and ridges. As 
the emotions drop down from high on the scale to low on the scale , tht3y are found 
to follow· a cycle of .dispersals, flm7s and. ridges. Each dispersal has a harmonic 
on the scale, each flow has a harmonic and each ridge has a harmonic. Looking up 
the scale from zero one finds death as a ridge and, in human emotion, an apathy. 
Apathy reaches up some direction from death but at this end the harmonics are very 
close together and there are two u~~nmed human emotions iw~~ediately above apathy. 
One of them, next above apathy, is a flow; immediately above that there is a fear
like dispersal. The next named emotion above apathy is griof. Grief is a ridge 
and is occasioned by loss. Immediately ~bove grief there is a flow. The next 
named emotion, however, is the next level, the dispersal called fear which is a 
drawing away. There is a flow immediately above this called covert hostility. 
Above covert hostility. is anger which is a solid ridge. Between anger at 1.5 
and antagonism at 2.0 there is a dispersal - unnamed but visible in behaviour. 
At 2.0 we have the flow outgoing called antagonism. Above this at 2.5 is an 
idle dispersal known as boredom. Above boredom at 3.0 is a ridge called conser
vatism. At 4.0 we have another floVl calle d enthusiasm. Each one of these 
points is a harmonic of a lower point. The cho..ractoristic of cnergy, whether a 
flow, dispersal or ridge, expresses itself in human emotion in terms of affinity. 
Mfinity is the cohesiveness of human reI Lctionships , and Cell be acceptance or 
rejection of such relationships. l£finity as here 11sed is a degree of emotion. 
Its eqUivalent in the 1~ST universe is the cohesion end adhesion or revulsion from 

matter and energy itself as found in positive und negative currents, ana in 
forms of matter. 
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Communicntion is en interchange of energy from one beingness to another; 
in the thetnn and in homo sapiens communication is kno~n as perception. It is not 
solely tal~which is a symbolised form of communication which sums ideas which are 
themselves either a product of the tone-scale or are above the tone-scale as the 
case may be. Sight, of course, is at the wavelength of light. Sound is recorded 
as hearing. Tactile and smell are low-level wave tYP6B of the particle variety. 
lilld all othor perceptions cnn be found on this gredient scale of wavelengths, 
modified by the uave characteristic in terms of type, whether sign or more complex. 
The auditor must realise that corr~unication is essentially directed or received 
energy and is inhibited by the willingness or unwillingness of the preclear to 
take responsibility for energy or forms of energy. Where responsibility is low, 
perception is low. 

Reality is established by wave direction or lack of motion. l,s one 
ascends the tone scale from 0.0, he finds the realities are strongest at the points 
of flow and are wenkest at the points where there arc ridges on the scale. The 
reality of apathy, grief and anger is very poor, but in the immediate vicinity of 
these thore are more intenso realities. R021ity is ustc.blishod by agreement or 
disagreement or no opinion. l~eement is en inflow to the individual; disagree
ment is an outflow from the individu,al; no opinion can be established by the 
proximity of the individual to the c~ntre of a dispersal or by a ridge. Because 
of its wealth of energy and enorgy forms, the thetan finds himself ordinarily 
outdone in energy emanation by the b~ST universe. Thus he is the target of an 
almost continuous inflow which causes him to have a consistent and continual 
agreement rrith the MEST universe. He seldom disagrees with the :MEST universe, 
and the best processing one can do is to brenk this agreoment and turn it into 
an opposite flow, for only in this wise can a proclear's ability to handle energy 
and be responsible for it be re-established. If you ask a preclear to get the 
concopt of agreeing, he will find himself experiencing an inflow upon himself. 
Hypnotism is done by crnlsing a subject to receive a continuous rhythmic or mono
tonous flow from the operator. llitor this flow has continued the subject will 
accept any reality which tho operator cares to deliver unto him. It is in this 
case, evidently, with thG 11EST universe, and the solidity of the l.1EST universe 
is completely dependent upon ono's acceptance of it in terms of agreement. 
Reali ty in ess'ance is agreemcmt or disagreement. Whon one speaks of reality, 
he speaks in terms of the 1ffiST universe. The 1mST universe, according to any 
computation ono cares to mako upon it, is found to consist of a high-level agree
ment amongst us. Those uho disagree with the imST universe are punished by the 
MEST tll1iverse. From tho standpoint of the MEST universe, the greatest reality 
would be had by matter itself and this seems to be its evident goal toward the 
thotan, to mako him into solid ener.gy. The reality on one's own universe is 
poor because he is in a comatose state of agreement with the MEST universe. It 
ie founa on processing, however, tlli~t a preclear is in poor condition in direct 
ratio that he has accepted and agrees and complies 'VIi th the MEST universe, and 
is in good and active condition 'in direct ratio to the degree he can break this 
flow of agreement ~~d establish his o\vn flows and thus create his own universe. 
One's appreciation of the 1~ST 'universe is almost uniformly the energy which one 
himself places upon the MEST universe, in other words his illusions. When he 
losos his hopos and dreams (his illusions), it is because he has lost his ability 
to emanate energy back at the iVIEST universe end is depen;: .. mt upon the energy the 
1ffiST universe thrusts at him. 

ARC thus fon,l a tone-scale. This tone-scale at any level finds a 
comparetive state in affinity, in the reality and the communication abilities 
of the preclear. Thus, by testing the preclear and discovering hi~ chronic 
emotion, his chronic state of agreemcmt or disagreement, and his ability to 
communicate or not communicate, ono establishes a level on this tone-scale. 
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ARC form a triangle which is at once with all three corners at a single level. 
Thus if one wishe s to create an incrElase of tone for the preclear - and one must 
do that to increase his self-determinism - he will find that he cannot raise the 
emotional state of the prElclear without also addressing the reality and communi
cation of the preclear. He cannot raise the reality of the precluar without 
addressing his affinity and co~~unication problems. He cannot raise communication 
with tbe preclear without addressing his reality E'.nd affinity problems. The 
worst mistake an auditor can make is to ~~dorvalue this trianglEl in processing. 
A more or less complete tone~scalEl can be found in Science of Survival, ~nd Book I 
of that volume is devoted entirely to an evaluation of tho tone-scale and people. 

There are two positions on the tone-scalo for the preclear when he is 
still a homo sapiens. The composite known as· homo sapiens is considared to be 
dead at 0.0 and can rise on the tone-scale to slightly above 4.0. Thus homo 
sapiens has this as his tone-scBle rar~o. The thctan, however, who is below t~e 
level of awareness of self in terms of space :.-.r~d energy, has a wider range; and, 
as the thetan is basically the preclear and tho beingn0ss ruld identity of the 
preclear in actuality, this second. ra.'18'e is· even norc importent. This socond 
range goes from -B.O to 40.0 on the tone-scale. The optimum position for the 
thetan is considered to bo 20.0 which is the point of optimum action. A homo 
sapiens as such could not attajn this level of the tone-scale because of his 
physical limitations. 

IDENTITY VERSUS INDIVIDUALITY 

The most common confusion on the part of a preclGar is between himself 
a;.s an identified object and his boingness. One's beingness depends upon tho amount 
of space v7hich he can create or command, not upon his identification or any label. 
Identity as we know it in the MEST unive~e is much the same as identification, 
which is the lowest form of thought. When one is an object end is himself an 
effect, he believes his only ability to be ceuse is dependent upon his having a 
specific and finite identity. This is an aberratio~as his beingness increases 
his individuality increases, and he quickly ris,os above the level of necessity 
for identity for he is himself self-suffic~ent with his OIDl identity. 

The first question a preclear undergOing theta clearing asks himself is 
quite often: "How will I establish my identity if I have no body?" There are 
many romedies for this. Tho \70rst method of havil'l..g an id.::atity is having a body. 
As his individuality increases ~~d his beingness expanda - these two being almost 
synonomous - he is less a...'1d less concerned with this problom; that he is concerne 
with the problem tells the auditor where he is on the tone-scale. 

One of the commonest control mechanisms which has been used on thetans 
is that when they rise in potential they will find themselves one with the 
universe. This is distinctly untruG. Thetans are individuals. They do not 
as they rise up thc scale, merge ,lith other individualities. They have the powel 
of becoming anything they wish while still retaining their own individuality. 
They are first 2nd foremost themselves. There is evidently no Nirvana. It is 
the feeling that one will merge and lose his oun individuality that restrains the 
thetan from attempting to rGInedy his lot. His merging v{ith the rest of the 
uniVerse would be his becoming matter. This is the ultimate in cohesivcness 
and the ultimate in affinity, and is at the lowest point of the tone-scale. One 
declines into a brotherhood with the universe. When he goes up scale, he bocome·~ 
more r:nd more an individual cspablo of creating and maintaining his own universe. 
In this wise (loading people to believe they had no individuality above that of 
MEST) the ~mST universe cut out all competition. 
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BEINGNESS 

Space is not necessary to the beingncss of a thetan when the thetan 
is above the tone level of 40.0 and can create space at will. He creates space 
to have sPGcific beingness. ;it 40.0 space and beingness can be considered to be 
interchangeable. Beingness can exist without ::my enGrgy or matter which is to 
say, without time. 

DOINGI'JESS 

Action requires space ~~d energy manifestations, and tho definition of 
action could bo doingness directed toward heavingnoss. In order to accomplish 
action, a preclear must be able to handle energy. 

Doingness with energy and objects as found in the MEST universe is vary 
far from the only method of producing existence. This is a specialised form of 
behaviour c.nd may exist in any universe but is very peculiar to the MElST universe. 

HAVINGNESS 

Time is en abstract manifestation which has no existence beyond the idea 
of time occc:sioned by objects, \7here an object may be ei thor energy or matter. 
Time con be defined as chango in space, but uhere one attempts to define motion 
as change in space, the dGfinition lacks usefulness since one does not define 
what is changing in space; thore must be something thore to change in space in 
order to have the illusion of time. 

As was earlier discovered in Scientology, the single arbitrary is time. 
This is because tir.te did not exist as such but steramed from havingness. 'When Man 
experiences "time", he is experiencing havingness or not-havingness. 

Timo is ·summed up as "hed", "have", and "will have". 
universe are sur.uned uniformly under the heading of "will have" 
action in order to have. 

Goals in the MEST 
One engages in 

This is ohe of tho most important points of processing. The individunl 
has r.tade a postulate to have ~d has then gained something he did not wnnt at 
every single point on the time track whore you find him stuck. He desired to 
have a castle.. He r.t~ have been enga.ging in an action which would gain for him 
a castle and was stopped and killed by an explosion which d~stroye~ a wall before 
him. The explosion caught him with a postUlate that he would have and gave him 
something he did not want. struggl ing \1i th the facsimile aften1llrds, the auditor 
will find. that the incident began with the postulc.te to have and is now in a state 
of indecesion since the explosion is unwanted. 

Bluntly, any and all aberrative incidents to be discovered in a preclear 
are a reversal of havingness where tho preclear did not want something and had to 
have it or wanted something and could not have it or wanted something and got some
thing else. 

The entire problem of the future is tho problem of goals. The entire 
problem of goals is'tho problem of possossion. Tho entire problem of possession 
is the problem of time. 

Time is impossible without possession of objects. 

Thus is resolved ona of the weightier problems of the human mind. The 
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audi to!' moy fin;,~. it d:':£f:i .. cul t to encompass this principle, since time may continue 
to Gxis ~ for :::;.TIl as c:.:.t~ entity, an unknown and hovering thing. If he will use the 
princir}.0 th::."c -i.·he pa::Jt is had or didn't have, that the present is has··or doesn't 
have aria. dl['~~ tll.C f'utll.~e is will have or will not have, and that past, present and 
futuro c,re divided Cond estCoblished entirely by desire, enforcement and inhibition 
of h3.V~.lJ\c:ness, i~;) ,;,Ul fin.d his preclear recovering swiftly. 

rh()Ub'~l~ i8 .he hiGhest level attainable. It is of two varieties: one 
is clea.r. titou;-r:\' cs [.cbli".:D.cd by will which is from 10.0 up on the tone-scale, to 
well above 4').0 7 ~.;') otJl.or is thought established by counter-efforts as in homo 
sapicms ::md.:;:;vcrr?d (·::ltj;:'1~:'~f on a stimulus-response basis. The first could be 
c2.11ed soli'-l:~G-::;..;;rmjJ.'t.cl t>")~.lcht; the second could be called reactive thought. 

:3e·:.;~"<ot.c !~, .!.Lod thought expresses itself as will and consists of the 
molcing (;f I'C'·t' . .L .J.tu "r)[1.sed on evaluations and conclusions. Will does not exist 
in time ·F:lCl'l :.1- lb [~~ ·Lnjs loval. Hoino sa.piens'_ uill, as Schopenhauer once remarked, 
is stubborml";:;:;s tai.cY'-b the place of the intellect. Will-power in homo sapiens is 
most ordinarily dc~o~-circuit-power. Free from the body and its ridges which 
themseJ. yes contain stimuhi.s response ~ thought, the thetan can change his postulates 
by making now Gvalua-i;ions and conclusions, and can express his will directly. It 
is very difficult for a thetan inside the head and fronted by the stimulus response 
ridges of the body, to de other than obey those stimulus response flows in agree
ment with the l'IIEST urdverse. 

Ideas are invariably and inevitably senior to force arld action, if 
those ideas stem froD self-determined thought. Idoas born out of stimulus-respons 
thought bear at times a.1'1 alIll.)st indistinguishable similarity to self-determined 
ideas, but cxe occasioned by associative IObic. In homo sapiens, it is quite 
common for the person to beli~~e himself incapable of originality. This is 
because tl:.o MEST univorse will brook no competitor. Operating on a hiGhly self
determined I;lane 9 origin.J.li ty is a simple thing to attain. What is called will
pow-er, then, could Mire two mcnifestations: the first would be actual self
determinec. th01~t-;~ -:.; the second would be a result of arl enforced or inhi bi ted 
thoub'ht. Wnon hOi,10 suplo:'ls attempts to exercise his will-power, he normally 
brings into flo" the ridges al~ound the body and is nullified by them and is 
pressed into aborra.ted bohcviour. 

Ideas, wr.en in the ferm of self-determined thought, exist above the 
level of 40.0 on tl.t8 teno-scale and extend down into the action band. 

Idees:· ·:,thn stimulus-response variety are occasioned by experience as 
held and contained in facsimiles and are actually dictated to homo sapiens by 
circuits. 

Postulate process:ing is that processing which addresses the postulates, 
evaluations and conchlsions of the preclear at the level of self-determined thought 
Postulate procos8inc yet has some value when addressed to stimulus-response ideas. 
Postulute proccssi.nb' is t:.c primary Dna highest method of processing a thetanand, 
with c:;:ocative processing, constitutes Scientology S-·SOOS. 

Emotion, as know~ to homo sapiens, extends from slightly above 4.0 down 
to 0.0, and dopends upon the wave characteristic. 

Effort is an cyen lower level manifestation than emotion. 

Matter wcu.ld be the lower effort band. 
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FACSJlVIILES 

The best description of facsimiles is to be found in electropsychometric 
auditing. A facsimile is an energy picture which can be reviewed again. 

Facsimiles can Qisperse or flow when addressed by new energy, either 
exterior to tho thetan or from the thetan. Thus the enviro:runent can set a fac
simile into action or the thetan can set it into action. Homo sapiens is most 
normally controlled by directing energy at his facsimiles and setting them into 
action so as to cause him to dramatise facsimiles ~~d training patterns. 

Facsimiles are normally found to be fixed in large numbers upon ridges. 

A facsimile contains more than fifty easily identified perceptions. It 
also contains emotion and thought. 

There are many methods of processing facsimiles. 

lillSIST PROCESSI~U 

An "assist" is the processing given to a recently injured human being 
or thetan in order to relieve the stress of live energy which is holding the 
~nJury in suspension. Tho direct running-out of the energy contained in the 
recent facsimile is done by continually running through the incident as though 
it were just that moment happening to the preclear and recovering from it all his 
desire to have it and not to have it. And when this has been done to an extent 
where tho energy is desensitized and the injury less painful, the preclear's led 
to handlo it as energy, placing it in different places and times and reversing it 
and doing other things with it. 

The assist is very important, as it can cause an injury to heal or a 
person to recover in a fraction of the time which would otherwise be required and, 
in many cases, it may save the life of the individual and has done so many times 
in the past. The auditor must know facsimile processing primarily to run an 
assist and in order to know more about the anatomy of the human mind. 

CYCLE OF ACTION 

A cycle of action is dependent for its magnitude upon a cycle of having
ness. Because it is a cycle of havingnoss and beingness and dOingness, it is 
generally viewed as a cycle of time, but, as we have seen, time is an abstract 
term to describe havingness. 

The beginning and (mding of a cycle depends upon state of havingness. 
A cycle starts with not-havingness, continues through increased havingness, 
continuos then in changed havingness and ends with no-havingness. Those con
ditions of havingness bring sbout an illusion of time. Where a person does not 
possess anything, he docs not conceive himsolf to have any time. Thus earlier 
parts of the track are lost to an individual since he has no time in them, for he 
has no possession in them. 

Tho most basic d~scription of this should be in terms of havingness, 
but the cycle can also be stated more abstractly in terms as follows: creation, 
growth, conservation, dec~ and death or destruction. This would be the cycle 
of any object; it would also be the cycle of action as it pertained to an object 
in the MEST universe. 
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A cycle of action is not nooe.ssarily fixed for all univorsos. It is 
common to the l~ST universe. There is no reason why in some universe tho cycle 
should not run frorl decayed havingnGss into growth, but in the MEST universe it 
never does, except throuJh the point of not-hcvingnGss, doath or dostruction. 

J~ cycle of action can elso bo stated in mlother way, and this in terms 
of energy action. Motion is cho.ractcrised by only throecondi tions, mld all 
motion is part of the gradient scalc of these three conditions. Those conditions 
arc: start, change. en:i stop. This C'ompares to creation, e:l toration end 
destruction in terms of ~xporicncG. 

In th::; "last 76 trillion years" tho precloar has lived throu;;h "spirals". 
These spirals were at first very long and then shortened each tine until the 
present spiral for most is about 40,000 years as compo.r6d with the initial spiral 
of 100 million years. Thus on::: can also plot tho r:J.a.gni tude of havin£;,ness of the 
individual for each one of these spirals. A spiral is not unlike a lifo. A life 
is livod in a cycl:: of ::.ction. A past life is SQnernlly obscured lJecHuse ono docs 
not ho.ve tho boely of tr.c.t lifo and concoivGs himself to have nO".'"l anotr....:r idcnti ty 
a.nd is not connectod to the last lifo bye, havi:ngnoss. He is, howc:vcr, definitely 
connGcted to his last ~any livos by tho facsimiles of thoso livos which he now 
ignores. 

Past having-noss, prcsont havin(;Il\:lss nnd futuro havingnoss mark past 
beingness, present beingness and futur'o ooiIlf,J'!less and also past action, present 
a.ction and future action. The pe,st, present and future are established by 
havingness, but havint;ness, doingnGss nnd bcingnoss 3liko should be processed 
as intimately connocted in this cycle of action. 

Tho condi tiOll of the body itsolf cnd its position on the cycle of action 
as applied to thu current lifa ost~blishes to a large dogree the proclccr's 
attitude toward procossinc. Ho will react toward processing much in the manner 
dictated by the condition of tho body and its position on the cyclo. The body 
goes throUo~ the st~·os of croation~ growth, conservation, decay QUd death. 

A person in his middle years desires no change and may be difficult to 
process for that reason, sinco the auditor is soeking to nttQin change. A person 
in the later cycle area w"ill run only succumb material end \7ill actually make ml 
effort to succ~~b through processing. His incidents are commonly those of grief 
end loss since those are the uan.ifostations of havinb'ness in decay. He has no 
hopes of having before him and all of his ~~vingnoss ordin3rily no longer with 
him from the past. 

The thetan goinb on thc widor cycle of tho spiral is discovered early on 
the spiral to bo in a high statu of creativeness, a little later to bo intent upon 
a growth of havino~ess, a little later attempting to change to avoid conserving, 
a little later to be conserving, ~~ then to be intent only on decay and dying, 
and finally upon death i ts.elf • The auditor should difforentiate very sharply 
between the cycle of the spiral as applying to the theto.n and the cycle of a 
lifetime. He may find a ve~~ young person who is yet on tho later part of a 
spiral. The body of the young person is still in terms of grOwth and apparently 
the person's life should be hopeful of much having. Yet the behaviour of the 
person in general is directed o.lmost uniformly toward succumbing. When tho 
thetan is exteriorized from the body, he is found to be listless QUd certain of 
the approaching and. Ho beliovos that he will bo finished sntirely at. the end 
of this spiral. He is not no:mc.lly aw~e oftha fact that he will have. unother 
spiral after this; or, if he is, he thiru~s it will be a shorter spiral - which 
it will be, but this can be remedied by ~o8tulate processing. 
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RELATED EXPERIENCES 

Thero is a table of relationships which tho auditor must have. These 
nrc divided into threo goneral columns. ltny one of the columns maY be addressed 
first, but all three columns must be addressed on any subject. The vertical 
lovels of the columns can be considered to bo terms which are synonomous. 

START 
SPACE 
BEINGNESS 
POSITIVE 
CREATION 
CONCEPTION 

CRANGE 
ENERGY 
DOINGNESS 
CURRENT 
ALTERATION 
LIVING 

STOP 
TIME 
HAVINGNESS 
NE GilT IVE 
DESTRUCTION 
DEATH 

l~C applies to each column or for any one of the above statements of 
experionce • 

.tUl eight dynamics apply to each column and thus to any of the above 
statements of oxperience. 

Dn'FERE~l'l'IATION, .\.SSOCILTION AND IDENTIFICATION 

A spoci~l condition of start, change and stop manifests itself in the 
very ~oof and W[XP of tho 1~ST universe and can be plotted on the ·tone-scale. 

Diffarentiation is at the top of the tone-scale und is a condition of 
the hit,;hust luvel of sanity and individuality. Association or si~ilarity is a 
condi tion which exists from the upper to the very low range of the scala. And 
Hcntifica.tion is at tho bottom of the scale. 

The condition of the precloGX can be established readily by his ability 
to c.ssociate. lIe can, however, associate much too well. J.ssociation is the 
essonce of logic. Logic is tho gTadiont scale of relating facts one to another. 
IJJ3 logic reaches tho lower PC'.I't of the scale, this relationship becomes finer and 
finor until at last identification is ronched and thought could be expressed in 
tenls of A = } .. = .A = A. 

lll1 excellent rendition of this - although one not related workably to 
experience and which did not have with it a truly workable therapy - is to be 
found in gonorci seoantics in the book Science and Sanity by Alfred Korzybski. 
Insanity is the inability to associate or differentiate properly. Experience 
itself becomes ungoverned at the lowest uepth of identity. The more fixed the 
idontity of the parson may be, tho less experience of which he is capable. 
Fame has as its end a completely fixed identification which is timeless, but 
which unfortunately is matter and which equally unfortunately, is inaction. 

The widest possible differentiation exists at the moment of creation. 
At this moment, one is committed to a cycle of action which as it continues, 
is loss and less governable by himself and is more and more governed by his 
environment. As his degree of havingness increases, he is increasingly governed 
by what he has had und what he has, and this determines what he will have which, 
of course, is less freedom, loss individuality and more havingness. 

thinks. 
thinking 
fashion, 

I~sociation expresses itself in the preclear in terms of the way he 
When he reaches the low level of association, he supposes himself to be 

connectedly, but is ectuclly thinking in a completely disassociated 
for he idontifies fects with other facts which should not be identified. 
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The actions of a man about to die or in extreme fear are not sane. Identification 
brings as its manifestation a solidity to all things including thought. The 
auditor who processes a preclear very low on the tone-scale who is neurotic or 
psychotic will readily discover that thoughts nre objects to this preclear and 
that time itself is a nn.tter of enormous concern to tho preclec.r in !!lany cases. 
Thoughts and incidents and symbols are objocts. This is commonly seen in the 
scoeity in the natter of over-concern about words. A person who has sunk low 
enough on tho tone-scale so that words h~e become objects and must be handled 
as such, and exist without any real relntionship to idec.s. Such a person will 
stop n flow of ideas by an outrage of hie word sonso which, if he is low on the 
tone-scale, is ensily outraged. 

Differentiation, associction and identification belong, rightly, on 
tho scale above, ruld can be processed as po..rt of the scole above. But they are 
a close gauge of thought itsGlf and of ideas. }.n adoqunto tone-scale can be 
drawn for C:tl.y individual using only the above threG words. 

The c.udi tor will very often find em. individual who is intensely 
logicnl and quite brilliant who is yat VOr'J difficult to process. This porson 
lk~s agreed with the 1mST universo to such a dogroe t~~t his associntion has 
assumed the proportions of near-solidity; tho facsir.liles and ridges of this 
individual have become much too solid and nre consequ~ntly quite difficult to 
process. This condition of solidity may rofer only to the body of tho preclear 
which itself is old, and it may be found thc.t the thetc.n - the proclear hi~sulf -
is quite vitnl and capable of wide difforentiation, but that this differentiation 
is being grossly li~ited by the ridges nnd facs~iles which surround the body. 
Such bodies have a heavy appef'.rance. It requires on enormously pO\7orful thetan 
to handle them in spito of the solidity of tho ridges surrounding the body. 

Mathe~atics could be said to be the abstract Grt of symbolising 
associations. Mathemntics pretends to de31 in oqualities but equalities them
selves do not exist in the MEST universe, and cnn oxist only conceptually in mly 
universe. Mathemntics are a general method of bringing to the fore associations 
which might not be perceived readily without their use. The h~~m1 mind is 
0. servo-mechanism to all mathematics. Matheme.tics C[u1 abstractly form by thoir 
mechanics coincidences and differences outsido the field of experienco in any 
universe and are enormously useful. They can best be used \1ho:n consi dored to be 
a shorthand of ox:pcrionce nnd, in the light th[!.t they can symbolise beyond 
actUality. The essence of mathe~ntics are differenti~tion, aDsoci~tion, 
identification which is to soy, equalities must not be viewed c.s fixed in the 
real universe. Absolutes nre unobtainable in experionce but nay be symbolised 
by mathematics. 

PATTERNS OF ENERGY 

Energy forms into many patterns. The goometry of this formation would 
make an intensely interesting study. The pc.tterns, however, are formed by 
postulates and have no other existence. 

The patterns of energy are viewed by the thotan in terms of pressors, 
tractors, explosions, implosions, pressor ridges, tractor ridges, pressor-tractor 
ridges, ['m balls [U1d sheets. 

The pressor is a beam which can be put out by a thetan which acts ~s a 
stick and with which one can thrust oneself away or thrust thintis away. The 
pressor beam can be lengthened and, in lengthening, pushes ~way. 
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A tractor beam is put out by a thetan in order to pull things toward 
him. The tractor beam is an energy flow which the thetan shortens. If one 
placed a flashlight beam upon a wall and then, by manipulating the beam, brought 
the wall closer to him by it, he would have the action of a tractor beam. Tractor 
beams are used to e~tract perceptions from a body by a thetan. Pressor beams are 
used to direct action. Tractors and pressors commonly exist together with the 
tractor as a loop outside the pressor. The two together stabilise one another. 

An explosion is an outflow of energy usually violent but not necessarily 
so, from a more or less common source point. 

An implosion could be likened to the collapse of a field of energy such 
as a sphere toward a common centre point, making an inflow. It can happen with 
the same violence as an explosion, but does not ne'cessarily do so. 

A pressor ridge would be that ridge formed by two or more pressor beams 
operating against each other in conflict. 

A tractor ridge would be that ridge formed by two tractor beams in 
conflict nperating against each other. 

A pressor-tractor ridge would be a combination of pressor-tractor 
flows in sufficient collision as to form a solidif1cation of energy. 

A ridge is a solid body of energy caused by various flows and dispersals 
which has a duration longer than the duration of flow. Any piece of matter could 
be considered to be a ridge in its last stage. Ridges, however, exist in 
suspension around a person and are the foundation upon which facsimiles are 
buil t. 

Two explosions operating against each other may form a ridge. 

Two implosions operat-ing away from each other may form a ridge. An 
explosion and an implosion operating together - or many explosions and implosions 
operating together - may form a ridge. 

These manifestations of energy are used in handling energy, either in 
processing or in action. 

BLACK AND WHITE 

Black and white are the two oxtreme manifestations of perception on the 
part of the preclear. 

The thetan perceives best his own energy, but when he perceives energy 
he desires to perceive it in white or in colour. Colour is a breakdown of white
ness. Seeing whiteness or colour, the thetan is able to discern and differentiate 
betwean objects, actions and spatial dimensions. 

Energy can also ~anifest itself as blackness. A space containing black 
energy would be black, but a black space may be a space existing only without 
energy in it. This point of identification is quite oberrative and drills to 
permit the thetan to handle blackness are mandatory in processing. If one 
remembers one's fear of blackness when a child, and that evil is represented as 
blackness, one will see the necessity for doing this. Blackness is the unknown, 
for it may contain energy or it may be empty or it may be black energy. 
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Black energy flows arc common on the tone-scale of wavelengths. 
for instance, what is known as the black band of sound. 

There 

SOl!'.9 '~hetans will not perceive anything at all because they conceive 
:':}~()ms(:lves to be surrou...'1d.ed by blackness and are not· sure whether the blackness 
hab f.:ubstance or is simply empty, and they have a timidity to discover which. 
~)uch f), case is resolved by making the case drill with blackness until blackness 
:'U-"l bG turned on and off ::..nd locatod in time and space. .Although this is 
bI'~\3f1y mentioned, it is a point of tho largest importance. 

Black and white running and black ond white aesthetic running were old 
:PI"Jcosses which are not necessarily vi tcJ. toda.y to processing. Ho.rever, \1hi to 
uncrgy runs easily, and where the preclear has a black spot of energy someuhere 
all a.n orgall or somowhere in tho environment of tho body, the auditor asks him to 
tu~l it white in order to let it flow away. It may not flow away if it is black, 
p.ith8r bece-use it docs not belo!"-€, to the preclear (in which case he would see it 
::13 black) er because it is simply a spot of space vii th uhich he is not fruniliE'..r. 
Ly turning it uhite he is ('.01,) to handle it for ho3 n0'.1 knows it to 08 filled with 
:ilis own energy. 

One can run own determinism, other determinism, as concepts. In this 
case the preclear runs tho one as long as he gets an area '.7hi te and then runs the 
other to continue its whi tonGss. In such a vray all the energy in the area is 
drai.ned away. 

The most common mcnifestation of a. ridgG is to have one side of a ridge 
-rrhi te and the other side black. ~his is because the preclec.r conceives one side 
of it to have on it his own energy and to hove on the other side of it energy 
belonging to another. By rU1111ing the concept that it is his own and then running 
th8 concert that it is another's, one runs both sides of a ridge, if he is running 
ri/;.ges. 

Although live energy is generally conceived to be white, it can also be 
l'lack. In running [-l. preclear with an E-meter, it will be discovered as long as 
a flow is white and as long-as a flow is running, that the needle will gradually 
.:c:i.80. Wbm a point of blackness will appear in the field, the needle will halt 
x .. 'l ,:lither will not rise again or will flick and give tho preclear a somatic. 
This flick is characteristic of the sometic. The stuck noedle is characteristic 
of a blank field. The auditor cnn sit watching a. noedle and will be able to tell 
the preclear whenever the precloar has had a black area appear in the field. It 
is notable that so~atics only oocur in the presence of a black patch. This moans 
t~at the unknown characteristic of tho blackness is somothing the preclear has been 
holding away from him so as not to have or that black wave energy is that energy 
used to impress pain. The lc..ttor case is the more probable aJ. though a great deal 
of work must be done upon this to establish beyond doubt tho manifestations of 
blackness. 

A preclear cannot soo colour in his faCSimiles, CruL~Ot see it because 
he is unable to use energy with which to perceive. Ho will seo things in terms 
('If blackness or whiteness. Homey be able to get either black and white or he 
may be able to get only blackness. In the latter case he finds blackness in soma 
way profi t.2.ble and desirable; and running the concept of havingnoss, will havo 
and have had blackness, and using drills in handling blackness - mOVing it from 
space to space in the environment and moving it into yest~rday and tomorrow - will 
bring about control on tho part of the preclear of blackness. 



PERCEPTION 

The entire subject of perception is the subject of energy, As the 
preclear goes down the tone-scale, he is less and less capable of differentiation 
and is thus less and less capable of handling energy and is more and more subje~t 
to energy, until at last he will not emanate or handle energy. Even in the higher 
ranges of this condition his perception begins to diminish. 

The rehabilitation of perception is essentially the rehabilitation of 
force. Force is rehabilitated by rehabilitating the control of energy. This 
is done by ARC processing and in many other ways. The chief way in which this 
is done is by establishing the preclear's ability by creative processing to handle 
blackness. 

An entire science called perceptics can easily be constructed and is 
mentioned in the original thesis (1948). 

The rehabilitation of sight in the blind, hearing in the deaf, the 
ability to spenk, anaesthesia of tho body or body areas or the genital organs, 
depends upon the rehabilitation of the preclear's ability to handle energy. 
Creative processing, with particular attention to handling blackness, is essential 
in this process. 

FORCE 

In tho axioms, force is defined as random effort. 
ns directed force. 

Effort is defined 

Force is essentially measured effort. It is quite common for indivi
duals to be so protesting of wr .... 'l.t tho MEST universe is dOing that they abandon 
::my Q...'1.d all forcoand, if asked to re"!1ssume force or use it, suppose that one is 
asking them to condone and ass~~e punishment and destruction; since these in the 
l:mST universe nro clone with heavy quantities of force. Force, however, would be 
a gradient sc21~ and could c.ctu~lly be called any energy mnnifestation, for even 
matter contains force. 

For the purposes of processing, in order to keep from upsetting the 
preclear who usually h....'1S very bad connotations with the word force, the auditor 
stresses instead the "handling of energy". 

The use of energy would encompass any activity having to do with energy 
or matter. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

The responsibility level of the preclear depends upon his willingness or 
unwillingness to handle energy. That preclear who is protesting against energy in 
any direction is abandoning responsibility in greater or lesser degree. 

sphere. 
One obtains randomity (see Axioms) by abandoning responsibility in some 
He will then find himself in conflict in that sphere. 

The gradient scale of responsibility is as follows: at 40.0 responsibi
lity manifests itself as will and can be so pervasive that there is no randomity. 
This would be full responsibility. 
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At 20.0 responsibility would manifest itself i~ terms of action where 
roughly h~f onels environment or space had been selected for randomity and for 
Which one would tnke no responsibility. At 20.0 responsibility ~ould be 50% 
of the tot~l energy existing. 

~t 4.0 we find homo sapiens in his narrow environment disagreeing by 
using the emotion of enthusiasm with an existing state of affairs ~d directing 
energy toward tho righting of that state of affairs. Even so, responsibility 
is low at this level. 

At 2.0 blame enters the tone-scale as a major factor. This is the 
level of tho tone-scale where fault is envisioned for the first time. .Above 
this level there is sufficient breadth of understanding to see that inter
dependencies and randomities can exist without fa.ult and blame. lit 2.0, with 
too emotion of antagonism, an individual is assigning blame for lack of respon
sibility r~ther then trying to enforce responsibility. 

~t 1.5 blaming is almost the sole activity of the individual; and, 
while trueing no real responsibility himself, yet blrumes all on his environment 
and does so with violence. 

Lt 1.1 one pretends to take some responsibility in order to demonstrate 
th~t others are at fault, but one has no real responsibility. 

~t 0.9 or around the level of fear, one does not think in terms of 
responsibility but is willing to accept all blame in an effort to escape all 
punishment. 

At 0.75, grief, the individual blames himself, and accepts the fault 
for what has occurred. 

At 0.375, apathy, there is no question of either blaDe or responsibility. 
~t this level one has become 1~ST 

On tho tone-scale in Science of Survival, one will find what might be 
expected to happen to materiel and communication and persons in the vicinity of 
those below 2.0 on the tone-scale, This stems normally from responsibility, 
or rather, its lack. 

The keynote of responsibility is the unwillingness to handle energy. 
The rehabilitation of the thetcu in the handling of energy brings about a rise 
in responsibility. If a person is low on the tone-scale and still exhibits 
responsibility, then his energy activity initially must be enormous for any 
segment of responsibility to exist low on the scale. 

The processing of responsibility is one of the most vital processes. 
If one processes responsibility itself, he can expect sooner or later a theta 
clear. He would process it by brackets. 

There is £l. condition known as the "glee of insanity". This is essan
tially a specialised case of irresponsibility. A thetan who cannot be killed and 
yet can be punished, has only one answer to those punishing him, and that is to 
demonstrate to them that ho is no longer capable of force or action and is no longer 
responsible. He therefore states that he is insane, and acts insane end demon
strates that he cannot possibly harm them as he lacks any further rationality. 
This is the root and basis of insanity. Insanity is the only escape possible 
besides death. 
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Death has the value of con~ others that one can no longer be 
punished or feel. As long as one has a body which can die, there is a limit 
to the amount he can be hurt. When there is no body, and there is no limit to 
the amount he can be hurt, his only answer is this plea of complete irresponsi
bility Vlhich is the "glee of insanity". This is found as an actual energy 
manifestation in the vicinity of sanitoria and can be felt as an emanation from 
the insane. 

If the preclear is unable to COIIDOivc being happy about being insant, 
(uhich he usually cannot)s get him to got the foeling of anticipation for a 
vC',cation._· This is irrosponsibility in one sonse and in actuality, when 
deepened, becomes the "glcJe of insanity". 

Happiness is the overcoming of not insurmountable obstacles toward the 
known goal of lmvingness. Stepping a,my from this track, feeling that one's 
imrk is too h~rd, are forsakings of responsibility_ A common method employed 
by low-toned people to roduce tho. power and ability of an individual and so place 
him under control is to convince him that he is tired and overworked. If they 
can so convince him, they can then get him to take 0. vacation. An examination 
of an individual 'lho hG,s boen subjected to this process will discover that he was 
happiest ";lhen he Ims 110rking and that before he "needed 0. vacation", many people 
uorked on him to convince him that he should not 110rk so hard, and thus turned 
what ~as plC',y to him into actual ·uork. Society almost demands that a man 
consider '.7hatever ho is doing as work and demands that he consider work as an 
unhC',ppy thing. In looking around the society of those I1ho gain easily, one 
finds only people who take 0. great deal of joy in 1T0rking and Vlho never think 
in terms of 0. vacation. 

To run tho bracket on rosponsibility, one would run tho desire on the. 
part of tho preclear to be responsible, his desire not to be responsible, times 
when he has beon forced to bo responsible, times when he has been forced not to 
be responsible, times when ho has been restrained from being responsible, times 
mlcn he has been restrained from being not-responsible, times .men he has been 
·sympathised Vlith because of his responsibilities and then 0.11 this as a bracket, 
tho preclear doing it to others and others doing it to others. This run round 
and round as brackets produces marked results. 

The joy of responsibility end tho joy of irresponsibility should also 
be run in terms of brackets. 

This becomes most effective when run in terms of responsibilities of 
having, the irresponsibilities of having, the responsibilitios and irresponsi
bilities of having had, and of will have, 

Before this has been run very long on some individuals, the glee of 
insanity will manifest itself and it must be very thoroughly run out. It is 
often a hectic, uncontrolled laughter, This should not be confused with 1ine
charge laughter to which it is 0. cousin. A preclear who starts laughing over 
the serious things of his past is breaking locks, and he can be made to laugh in 
this fashion for many hours if the chain reaction is started, The laughter 
which accompanies the "glee of insanity" has no mirth in it whatever. 

Peculiar to this is what might be called the attitude of MEST. MEST 
is not responsible for anything. That preclear who has as his goal complete 
irresponsibility has also as his goal being complete MEST. 

MEST l~s no space of its own, it causes no action except When acted upon, 
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and it owns nothing but is itself ownod. 

Slaves arc made by giving them freedom from responsibility. 

The thetan high on the scale can make space or mm space, has -'lide 
choices of action, and can create, change or destroy anything he .dshes. 

THE CHART OF ATTITUDES 

In order to do rising-scale processing (as covered later), the auditor 
should know very well his chart of attitudes and the reasons underlying each 
column. 

SURVIVES RIGHT FULLY RESPONSIBLE OWNS ALL 
DEAD WRONG NO RESPONSIBILITY OWNS NOTHING 

EVERYONE ALWAYS MOTION-SOURCE TRUTH 
NOBODY NEVER STOPPED HALLUCINATION 

FAITH I KNOW CAUSE I .All.. 
DISTRUST I KNOW NOT EFFECT I AM NOT 

WIN START DIFFERENCE BEING 
LOSE STOP IDENT IFICATION HAD 

This chart on the upper line in each of the above represents from 21.0 
to 40.0. The lo~er line under each one ropresents 0.0. 

Each one of these is a gradient scale with many intormodiate points. 
In rising-scale running, one seeks the attitude of the preclear nearest to the 
lowest Gnd of this scale and asks him to do a rising-scale to seo hO\"l high he 
can Change his postUlate toward the upper end of tho scalo. 

Tho last line is, of course, q. repeat rrithout the intormodiatG position 
of the earlier inter-dependencies of experience, 

SURVIVAL 

One of the first principles in the MEST universe and that principle which 
when discovered, resolved the problems of the mind is the lor/cst common denominator 
of all MEST universe existence. The goal of life in the MEST universe is survivnJ. 
and only survival. 

Survival equates behaviour in homo sapiens or in any life form. It also 
covers the wide field of ethics. The principle of survival was nover intended to 
embrace theta itself, for this ,has, of course, immortality and doos not even 
necessarily move in ~mST time. 

Survival is nothing if not dependent upon possession, action and being
ness. It is most ordinarily viewed as the attempt on a life-form to persist in 
a state of existence as long as possible. 
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RIGHT-WRONG 

Rightness is conceived to be survival. ~~ action which assists 
mrvival along the maximal. number of dynamics is considered to be a right action.. 
Uny action which is dest~~ctiv0 along the Daxim~ number of dJ~amics is consid-
3red to be wrong. Theoretically, how right cen one be? Immortal! How wrong 
}an one be? Dead! 

After a certc.in point on the tone-scale is reached by the preclear, he 
nIl tend instinctively to seek out and do right actions, but ordinarily homo 
3apiens is thoroughly engrossed in being wro.ng. Social politeness, with its 
riolation of the code of honour (see later text) is quite non-survival. It 
1ight also be said, How wrong can one be? Human! 

The accident-prone and the no-responsibility case in general is so 
.ntent on being \T.rong that he is incapable of conceiving right. 

All jurisprudence is built upon the principle that sanity is the ability 
';0 differentiate right from wrong. Jurisprudence does not, however, give a 
tefinition of either rightness or wrongness. Thus, for the first time with this 
)rinciple, rules of evidence and other matters in law can be established with 
lome accuracy. 

Absoluto rightness, like absolute wrongness, 10 unobtainable. 
-lightness and wrongness are alike relative states. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

(See text above) 

OWlf".8RSHIP 

In view of the fact that time can be conceived to be havingness and in 
iew of the fact that time itself is Ol~ of the most puzzling concepts which hqmo 
'apiens has ever sought to master, the whole question of ownership is subject to 
Tave error, particularly on the part of homo sapiens. 

Discussions in the abovo text demonstrate that individuality depends 
~pon high-tone lovel and freedom, end identity, as such, would be at a complete 
eve 1 of reduction, a condition enalogous to MEST. 

It has long been recognised that "a rich man may as well try to get 
:l1to Hoaven as a car.lel through the eye of' a needle". The auditor will suddenly 
dscover this truth when he tries to process many rich and successful men. These 
'.ave carri0d ownership to such en extent that they are themselves thoroughly 
('ncased in energy which is solidifying into 1tlEST itself. Instead of having 
.' hings, they themselves arc had by things. Their freedom in motion is enormously 

educed, although they have tricked themselves into believing that possession will 
ncrease th[,t freedom. 

Tho auditor will find his preclear upset nowhere on the tone-scale as he 
ilIon the subject of ownership. A childhood, for instance, is intensely upset 
y the subject of ownership since the child is given to understand that he owns 
ertain things and is then commanded in every action he takes with those items. 
child cannot have posseSSion, free and clear, of anything in the average family. 
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He is given shoes and is told to take care of them and is punished if he does not 
take Care of them although he apparently owns them. He is given toys and is 
harassed whenever he abuses them. He finally becomes convinced that he owns 
nothing and yet ho is in a state of anxiety about owning things. Therefore he 
will try to possess many things and will completely overestimate or underestimate 
the value of what he has. The auditing of childl::')C"~'. Q1iV:r).~rship is a fruitful 
field for the auditor. 

That preclear who is upset on the subject of time, even faintly, is and 
has been enormously upset on the subject of ovrnership since havingness and its 
manifestations are themselves the lIlEST ll.'1.ivers'3 trick of giving us an illusion of 
time. 

EVERYONE-NOBODY 

(See earlier material on Identity versus Individuality) 

It may be confusing to the preclear thc.t being everybody can be con
ceived at both ends of the tone-scale. Tho difforence is that at tho bottom 
end of the scale, the preclear is making the I:iistako of considering tho "some
bodies" around him as MEST. He can be their ];IlJST identiti.es. At the top of 
the scale, while still retaining his own identity, he c~~ be anyone's identity; 
but this is on a theta level and is dissassociated from MEST. That preclear 
who goes around believing he is other poople is usually at the bottom end of 
the tone-scale and has confused his own body with the bodies he sees because he 
does not have a proper view of his own body and so can easily mistake it for the 
bodies of others. 

When an individual is low on the tOl1l.l-scale, ho easily does a life 
continuum for others because he himself is so encased in r.mST ftnd so poorly 
recognises his own identity that he can conceive himself to be anyone without 
knowing what he has done. 

The question of valences and lifo continuums are difficult to resolve 
in direct ratio that the preclear conceives himself to be MEST. 

MEST, lacking the ability to create space,and to produce directive actiQ 
is, of course, nobody. When a ma.n is convinced he is a nobody he hIlS beon con
vinced at the same time that hei8 MEST • 

.ALWAYS-NEVER 

We havo already seen that objects give us the illusion of time. The 
ability to create objects is interchangeable with the ability to have an actual 
forever. 

There would be an illusory forever which would be dependent upon the 
duration of an object and its apparent solidity. One might also sa:y that the 
MEST universe seeks to own one by pretending that immortality is something 
difficult to buy and is only purchased by achieving an identity or being an object 
The ultimate in this is, of course, being a part of the 1~ST universe. One might 
say jocularly that every planet in the ~~ST universe was once one or more people. 
A considerable reaction can be got from 11 preclear by making him conceive a feeli~ 
of devotion toward the "older" gods who ,vere here Old who built this universe and 
who have left it to him. Deeply religious feelings are very often based upon thil 
idea. Some astonishing reactions can occur in a precleer when running this conce: 
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The real way to be assured of a great deal of time is to be able, of 
course, to create time n.nd this would be to a theto.n the true concept of aJ.w~s. 
Time is created, at least in this universe, by creating energy and objects, and 
by being able to make the universe agree to oneself, not by having the universe 
continuaJ.ly making one agree ~7i th it. 

MOTION SOURCE-STOPPED 

The ability to ce.use motion is dependent, whether the individual realises 
it or not, upon the ability to conceive space. Creation of space is the first 
requisite for the creation of motion. 

When one cn.n no longer create space and cannot conceive any space to be 
his own, he C2Jl be considered to be stopped. That individual who is tremendously 
concerned with being stoPP9d is losing his ability to create space. When he is 
no longer able to create space, he is himself l~ST. 

Somebody once said that it was a poor man who was not king in some 
corner. One might add to this that one is not only poor but he does not exist 
when he cannot create a corner. One could obtain a very amUSing viewpoint of 
this by watching the conduct of a dog who, theta-motivated like evory life form, 
is bravest in his own front yard; and oven a nastiff proceeds with some caution 
when in the front yard of a pekinese. This is a case of ownership of space and, 
in some slight degree, the ability to create space to own. 

One processes this by moving mock-ups into an outer created space. 

TRUTH-HALLUCINATION 

The highest one can attain to truth is to attain to his own illusions. 
The lowest one can descend from truth is a complete acceptnnce of MEST universe 
reality, for this below a certain level becomes scrambled and brings on the 
condition known as hallucination. HaJ.lucination is not self-generated; it comes 
about only whon a~son is an effect to such an extent that he is almost doad. 

What is commonly believed to bo truth is agreement upon natural law. 
This would be the truth of the I~ST universe which would be ~he lowest common 
denominator of agreement upon anyone subject. Where the MEST universe is con
cerned, acceptance of such truths is dangerous. 

In Scientology one is studying the lowest common denominators of agree
ment which bring about an aoceptance of the :MEST universe and prohibit the oreation 
of one's own universe, which latter ability alone makes possible perception of the 
MEST universe which is itself an agreed-upon illusion. 

Truth in Scientology is the stu~ of the lowest common denominator of 
agreement, plus the establishment of tho truo ability of .tha thetan. The truo 
ability of tho thetan is a truth much higher than the truth of tho lI.1EST universe 
itself and, if it has ever before boen known, the difficulties of communicating 
it have beon such as to inhibit its promulgation. 

It cen be seen there is a truth above what passes for "truth" in the 
MmST universe. Scientific truths gaimd from deductive observations of behaviour 
of the .1vlEST universe arc themselves ma..'1ifestations of agroements on the part of 
beings - thetans - who are capable of much wider creation and ngreement than that 
represented in the AmST universe. 
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\1e have c.nswored in Scientology 0. good portion of IIwhat is truth? II. 

FAITH-DISTRUST 

There is no more over-rated quality in existence than faith. 

The subject who, under the hands of n hypnotist oper~tor, conceives an 
enormous agreement with the l~notist, is experiencing faith as it is commonly 
understood. In this stete the subject can perceive anything \7hich the hypnotist 
may direct. 

In order to understand faith, one TIust be able to differenti~te between 
faith-in and faith. The difforencebotwoon those two conditions is e diroction 
of flow which earlier we found to bo reality itself, Faith-in is an inflow of 
ogreemant end the placing of one's beingnoss and doingness undor tho control of 
another, and is, in other words, the sacrifice of one's univors0. Tnis is the 
basic mechanism wherein, all along the: whole track, thotcns havo been recruited 
in some Callse or mystery, and have surrendered to this their ovm identity 8..'1.d 

ability. A little of this goes c. very 10r~ distanco. It is in essence the 
basic trick of hypnotism and by it one con concert and roduce the abilities of 
a subject for any purpose. 

Fei th-in would be an inflow and uoi.l1d. bring o.bout the accepte..nce of 
reali ty other than one's mm. Fai th itself would be without f10Vl whore one was 
in a full state of beingness and with this condition, onc could occasion faith 
itself to occur within his o,vn univers0, or could occasion people to have faith 
in him. 

The c.uditor will find one of tho more ~borrc.tive phases of the preclear 
as his failure to obta.in from others faith in himself pnd his acquiescence to 
their demands on any dynamic thc.t he have fc.ith in them. 

Because it is entirely true that a being is low in tone without actual 
faith, the fact can be traded upon uith greet eese. 

Distrust is not the'lowest end of the sccie, but begins to set in as 
a neurotic or psychotic condition at about 1.5, Actually fc.ith intercha.ngos 
with distrust in gradient levels all the uay down tho tone-scale and they 
alternate one with the other as one goes deeper and deeper into the IlmST ~'1.iverse. 
The lowest level of this scale is not distrust but complete faith-in, which is 
the condition held by MEST which is supine to nny SCUlptor. 

This column might also be ca.lled the column of belief-disbelief or the 
column of reality-unreality. Tho auditor can expect the prec10ar as he rises up 
the tone-scale to pass through tho vc.rious shades of distrust and the various 
shades of fnith. This is often ~uite upsetting to tho procloar for he cannot 
conceive himself to be rising in tone. 

It is very note\7orthy that a preclear, when low in tone at tho beginning, 
will pass inevitably through various strate of revulsion for the bmST universe and 
then for his own universe. Tho revulsion he can conceivG for the MEST universe 
objects and for being in the ~AEST universe c~ become unthi~bly distressing to 
him. \1:hen this condition has occurred, the audit~ ~ be reassured by the fact 
that the preclear is risinG' in scale but has hit upon one of the le¥e1s of this 
column, and that a highor level and a morc comfortable one irr~ediately succeeds 
as processing is continued. This is simply a problem of reversing directions 
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of flow. If tho auditor is running flows he will find that an in-flow is shortly 
succeeded by an out-flovr and this out-flow is shortly succeeded by another in-flow. 
These are in essence cgreemonts and disagreements alternating one after the other 
and cach one is slightly higher on tho tone-scalo them tho last. 

I KNOW-I KNOW NOT 

Epistemology has long been the senior study of philosophy; scientology 
is itself the science of knowing how to know. 

'rhe stud;y of knowledgE; is in essence, in the lfr~ST universe, a study of 
data. Datu in the MEST 1.miYGrst:: is usually recorded in facsimiles. Thus one om 
go two directions toward. knowlvdgo. The fi!"st is knowing uh.?t one is, <".nd tho 
second is knovring whc.t has hc.ppon·.:::d to one in tho J.IEST univ2rse C.11d search for 
identi ty in thu ~.1ES'I: lUliv(;rs;.;. 

Thorc is no morc trc,gic track than the sordid, ransacking of facsimiles 
to discovor TRUTH; fa!' ",II o11c discoyors is what is tru0 for tbe f!ImST universe. 
This \7!1:ndG.!.'ing cna endloss trcil is oloci< with the bones of lost beingncss. 
Earlier explorers hnvu, almost ,-dthout exception, dostroyed thoms81ves in this 
sourch for TRU'III in the MEST '..mivorse, for nIl they discovored ;7Q.S further r.nd 
furthGr agreumont QEd more nncl mora facsimilos e.nd all they achioved as indivi
duals were tho tr.:lps c .. nd snn.ko-pi ts of implants on the whole track. 

To stand at lo,st l1O["U' the heights of cJ,iscovored boingness has witherod 
the sc:,dness of sto.ndiI;.g on other men's Litter oXld, until nO'if, probably unrG\varded 
search. It \7c:,S necossary to r2J1st:.ck tho facsir.1ilos which aro themselves one's 
sole inheri tanco for travail in tho MEST universo, to discover tho common denoni
nators of facsimilos f'...'1d to discover that they woro only facsimiles, how they were 
croated and how expuriGnce was impressed upon tho individual. One might well 
havo tho feoline of having narrowly oscaped a terribl;.) tragedy when he views the 
thinness on vlhich ho stood to viaVl this brin."l( of oblivion, for it was obviously 
never intendod that ~yone shou~d rucover from participation or even spectatorship 
in or of the game collad MEST univorse. Dante's inscription above tho portals 
of Holl might very well be writton best on the gates of entrance into this 
universe. 

The cOIlli~on denominator of all difficulty 2ll individual has in the MEST 
universo may be sUI"'uI:led undor tho hoading- "f:lcsiriiles". Originally in his own 
universe, he uscG. the mochanism of ond rgy creation to make objects. In the MEST 
univorso this aoili ty reducos to tho usc of energy solely for thG recording of 
data about the :MEST univ0rs8 so that ono cun ['..groG with that data. And in this 
prOC8SS li()s dec;th, not only as a body pGriodically but as a thetrul. 

\"lhat has conunonly bean mistaken for knowledge has been tho l'IEST universe 
track of sooking agrOGI:lOnt with the IttEST universe by discovoring ?.J.l possible data 
o..bout "'.'Tho.. t ono shoulc:" do in order to Gg!'ec with tho 1'IEST univo:::'se. The more data 
ono achi0voc~, tho ::10ro f"' .. csimi10s ho had; the I:1ore facsimiles he had, the more 
MEST he was. It "wc .. s nGcGss:':'I'""'J to win throU/~'h this trap in order to recognise, 
isolato and ,lvLlu[~to the connon ctenominators of facsimiles, and to discovor tha.t 
self-creatod ol1.(.;r3"Y has boon utilised to onforco 8.f,lToomGnt upon onoself so as to 
Gnslnvo ono's beine-ness and. l..:::c.d it to it3 final destruction. 

No a(~vent1A.rG iE tho NEST uniVerse ceXl excoed the adventure of making 
orderly .J.nntomy fron tho chaos of cO!!'"J!"!.!ingled me.tter, Gndrgy C1....'1d space which 
cO:r.1prise the planets, GLuaxios ~'1d island universe of this black beyond which 
waited to devour tho univorso solf-constructod of any thetan or group of thetans. 
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The slaying of a roaring beast of fire held in it, in olden times, less ~ction 
and danger. 

These lines are not written from any self-congratulatory notive, for 
fame is a rock. B\lt by these lines the auditor may be :L"!!pressed by the actuality 
of vlhat he handlos, cL"ld so that ho3 can appreciate his mTI1 gcllrultry in fronting IUl 

adversar'J of such insentient brutality. 

The road to knowledge led through the ·anatomy of the Spf.l.CO end energy 
masses called the MEST universe. The data did hot lie in tho ~~ST universe. 
Th~: ransacking of facsimiles for data about one's identity, about one's "past 
history" in tho IlES1' univcrs~"), should be toleratGd by the f.:.udi tor only insofar 
as it gives him materials for creativ8 procE:ssing. He should never directly 
bogin the direct processing of faosimiles, whether eI~a~s or secondaries, save 
only in tho case of a.n 8.ssist. He needs only to know so much of a preclec.r's 
being-ness on tho whole track to kno<1 what to nock-up fOl~ thn preclear's rU!L"ling. 

The difficulty th", proclcar is having is not so r.luch the contnlt of 
various facsimilos b\lt on this hi.gh echelon of Scientology on i7hich w& aro now 
operding, the> fe-ct that ho .h£§. facsimiles. The path of betttlr tc!chniqucs is 
the path to\'lard permitting tho preclear to step away from all his facrdniles. 

The track to knowledge, them, has two directions. It is possible at 
this time to tnke tho better path. The essence of true knowledge is the essence 
of existing so that one can cree.to beingnesses and data to know. 1!.11 othor data 
is junior to this. 

A control operation of some TIagni tude was once perpetro.tod in tho late 
18th century. It 110.3 stated with grent authority thitt anything worth knowing 
would alwnys be beyond the bounds of h~~an experience. This sought, knowingly 
or unknowingly, to further block the search for beingness. It should never be 
considered by ~~onc or under W1y circumst~~ces that anything which C~"l affoct 
him could be beyond his ability to know the· full nature of whn.t he is experi-
enCing. If any lesson is contained in -Scientology, it is tho lcsflon that the 
gatos to all knowingness are open. . 

One should have the knowledge of the composition of the :MEST universe 
as a fox night have use for tho knowledge of a trap. It is cruelty to make a 
theta clear without at the same t:L~e educating him so as .to permit him to avoid 
those pitfalls which brought him where he is found --in aMEST body on a planet 
named Earth (Solar System, Galaxy 13, 11EST Universe). 

Top-scale knowing would be top-scale ability to create beingness. The 
identity assigned to one by others and the data contained in facsimiles are 
knowingness not worth having. 

CAUSE-FULL EFFECT 

Above the level of all else on the chart of attitudes is Cause. 
Causation is the highest attainment which can be envisaged by the thetan, but 
this is not necessarily the highest possible attainment, and much highcr levels 
may be envieionable by thc thetan when he has attained high on the level of causatiol 

To be Full Cause, one would have to be able to cause space and many other 
manifestations. Everyone, to a greater or lesser degree, attempts to be cause 
until he is at last the full effect. The fullest effect in this universo is to 
be MEST itself. 
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Ono of the principles of causation is outlined in the cycle of action, 
but it is not necessarily true thc..t one cal'l only cause a cycle of this pattern 
or that one mUGt cause cycles at dl, for it is excellGnt processing to mock-up 
wi th revers,;) cyclos going froTI daa"th back to crea.tion ."d th objects which one has 
mockod-up. 

It is one of tho "facts" of obje.cts tht1t SPace a...."ld <?mergy must have 
"een c.:-,usocl. bofore tho object could exist in the l\lEST lmiverse. Thus any object 
hG.s prior c':,uso. Por this reason when anyono in th8 1IEST tmiverse begins to 
study in crc.:.or to re;:30lve some of the ridrlles of the MEST universe, he falls into 
tho tr[~p of fjul'posing all cause to be prior 2Jld time itself to exist. This would 

·mrJ.::e onc~ tho l.:.:.tor affoct of 8'Torything he c[lused. In other words, if he made a 
pOGtulr.~tc, he ..-,ould th..m inu:lcdir .. -tely aftervn:.rds bccome the effect of that postulate. 
C-::;'J.~1nS I''.otivr::lod by "futuro" dGsire enforcomont ~d inhibition of htwingness, do 
not lie in the past but only in the condition of havingness in this u.YJ.iverse which 
st~'.tGS tho.t c..ny object ;nust have had u "prior" CaUse. 

Tho prcclEiar h.:::.s become aberrc.ted. by th.2 process of making an effect out 
of hir.r l1ncl tnking frOJ:l him the ability to be cnuse b:y convincillg him that it is 
bHttor to 1)8 an effect. 

Freud had one of the major aberrations in view when he declared his libido 
th~ory in 1894 and docided thoroin thd sex was the only aberration. It is cert-
f1inly [l. :najor one in homo sapiens, for in sex Oile desires to be the cause of little 
or nothing and desires to be the effect of ple.:1surable sensation • 

.Anything in the MEST tmiverse which one d8sires, ho desires because it 
will have a ploc!.sant effoct on him. Thus he is searching for sensation caused 
exterior to himself which will make of him an cffact. How much of an effect can 
he becomo? MEST! The snare of pleasurable sensation leads one to accept energy 
othor then onn':) own. Desire for this energy or obJects then puts one in the 
~ondition of being an effect. 11hen one is surrounded by as many powerful poss-
ible energy sources as ono finds in the 11lEST u,,'>].iverse, he C[1llllot but become a low 
levol cause. 

'<'ilion a pi'cclc[~' is .:1t a level on the tone-scale where ho is concerned 
wi th b.:1d :::nd good (above 8.0 - both thoso are seen broadly enough to understand 
th1ilt th.:lY are viewpoints) he is very concerned if he thinks that he is or could 
bo b[~c1. C[:.uso find is desirous of being what he considers good cause. He judges 
these things by I!lorcJ. cocles ond so bends his conduct as to make bad cause 
antipathetic to himself and others. ;l1hus ho gives away responsibility for bad 
Cc,uS,J and in that very action becomes tho effect of bad cause. When he has 
found himself to be r;hat he considers bad cause, he ceases to "trust ll himself 
and begins to blrune himself and then others. 

All cngels have two faces. Th~y are commonly represented in mythology 
as having a black nnd a white face. To bo complete cause, theoretically, a 
person would hava to be willing to be bad cause ~d good cause. Only in this 
wiso, in the MEST tmiverse, could he escape tho liability of becoming the effect 
to bad CQuse. 

The crimino.l who haa elected himsolf bad cause through having fotmd it 
impossible to trust himself (and 11 criminal career alvmys begins at the moment 
when the criminaJ.-to-be loses his self-respect; a career of prostitution cannot 
begin u.l'ltil solf-respect is lost; and self-respect is only lost when one considers 
himself to be bad cause) can only escape becoming an effect by fighting all good 
cause. 'rhe reformation or reclamation of the criminal does not depend upon 
ptmishmcnt which only seeks to make him more llIEST than he is, nor yet upon good 
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cause which he must fight, but upon the ro-ostablishment of tho criminal's self
respect; for only ~fter this is he c~pable of being good cause. 

1m entire process evolves around "what would you cause on each ono of 
the dyncmics?" . .\ ... '1. assossment of the pro clear with a meter should seek to 
establish where tho preclear feels ho would be bad cause, for it is on this point 
that he will be found to l~~ve lost his self-respect ~nc whore it will be discoverec 
why he cnnnot trust himself. Solf-trust, solf-respoct and tho ability to be 
cause a.re conditions in thG same order of :r:lc.~i tude 8.nd cu..'1. be interchangeably 
a.ppronched. 

I liM-I :AM NOT 

On th~ chnrt of attitudos which ::~cconpc.nio3 t.he; Hn.nclbook for Preclears, 
it \Till beL.: found nt 22.8 "I c.m mysolfH. ~hc: only tru~ ia.ontity is "!!lyself". 
It is not ::t nC.E!.o, it is not:'. dosibmation. Or~~Jrc, tHIes, ranks, pr:lise r:.nd 
enduri!"..£' fame alike do not bring at,out the condition "I c;m." or Pn actual identity; 
thoy bring about instead an identification, vuth all the lia.bilitios of 
idonti:fication. The 'finality of idcntificc.tion is 0.0 or low'er on tho tono-sccia 

Thu concept of infinite r!l.in~l is not now, but it has always bc\m 
a.ssignea. to another beingness than self. The preclear will b~ found to be 
intensely aberrated who .has Byrern all·:;gia..'YlcO to some infinite tcingnoss c.nd has 
then agreed that all space belongod to thnt beingnoss, and that the riGhts of 
crentibh and energy belonged to thc.t boinp,nesG aIle:. did not belonG to self. This 
is a handy and, to thc very badly aberratad, acccpt~ble method of denying any 
responsibility for mlything. It is also the shortest route toward I M~ NOT. 
Infinite mind is individualistic. All mankind doos not depend upon or share 
a portion of tho infinite ~ind. On the contrary, the hishest individualism 
attainable is the inc1i vidualism of tho ir:fini to mind. It was beyond the power 
and grasp of the intellect applyine itself to the field of philosophy, to coriceive 
a multiplicity of infinite minds, ~nd these cor.~ontators had c~reed sufficiently 
with the 1mST universe to conceive that thu only space was the 1ffiST universe space 
and they could not understand that this was an illusion, and that tho existence 
of space dOGS not depend upon existing space. Just t..1.S thero cwo bo an "infinity" 
of ideas, so can there be an "infinity" of "infinities" of space. Two boings, 
theoretically, each with nn infinite mind, and each capable of tho production of 
an infinity of space, could yot co-produce sufficiont space to communicate with 
each other. This may be difficult to conceive until one has attained a lovel 
of' the tone-scale suffioient for an oxp~:nsiv() viewinG of his potcmticJ.i ties at 
which moment it becomes simplicity itself. 

There is a psychosis which he:.s c~s its m::mifesta.tionthc illusion thc.t 
one is God Pnd the ruler of the universo. This psychosis comes about from the 
effort of an individu..~l vlho is ;lOll below cODpl,')te ::tgreor!l.ent ,-lith the MOST 
universe, to shift into the v['~onco of whc.t ho has a.lready accepted to be tho 
creator of the universo. InstG~d of being himself, he has become ~ablc even 
to be a. MEST body in a sane condition, has conccivGd God to be 1mST, ~d has then 
shifted into the v~lonce of God. God, in this case, will bo found to be conceive 
to. be c. l\mlST object. ~ls an asid.:, to this ~ bolow the IGvol of complete c.grei3mont 
that the MEST univorse is the only reality, begins the sto.tQ i'lhich could be 
described by tho statement "I agrOG, I om still agreeing, :m.d yet you are still 
puniShing mc". The unfortunc.te fact about tho IvIEST universe is that it is 1lEST 
c.nd is designed to punish c . .'YlCl Cf~ros nothine; about agrecmcnt "7i til it beyond the 
point thc,t ono agrees -.11th it, tmd hc.s no spirit of fc..ir play ~':h\Jre by punishmcmt 
ceases when one has acknowledged the wirulor. Recocnition of this brings on 
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ins8nity in on Gffort to further back aymy from responsibility and further escape 
from punishment. In the brEST universe, this escape from punishment is, of course, 
impossible. Thus thore is Q level bolow 0.0 for any immortal being. 

One of the first confusions on the part of the preclear which the auditor 
will encounter is the fact thd the preclear considers himself to be in the state 
of I AM vlh0n ho has a body nnd a name. This is high-tone compared to the sub-zero 
statG in ,1hich tho thotan qui to often findo himsGlf, but it is very far from optimum. 
Her~ the j!reclec.r is confuSing identity with his own sense of beingness. His sense 
of beingness does not depend upon and, indeed, is confused by a ~ffiST idGntity such 
as a n01:1e assigned to him and a body uith I1hich hG can be recognised. 

The socioty of Earth to a large degree has for structure name and ability 
to identify, The State finds its,"lf very sntisfiod whenevGr it increases its 
ability to roadily identify its citizenry, Qild "ill resort to clmost any pretext 
to collect thE: fingerprints ~:.nd dossier of one and all. 

Identity is such a lic.bili ty c:.rid is so thoroughly 1iEST that individuality 
is really not possi blo in the prosencG of sharply defined id,onti ty. Reaching down 
into tho sub-zero tone-scalo, tho thotan finds it expedient not only to mask his 
beingnoss but to hide his identity \'lith groat thoroughness even from himself. This 
pas8ion for non-identity is tho spasm of clinging to th8 last shreds of individuality 
which would othorVlis8 bo lost. Thetar.s from so::no of the corps operating in space 
have thoroughly agreed to bo amongst themselves completoly black, tho better to hide 
in thG blacknoss of space. This blackness is found in the occluded case in many 
instance s. 

Tho commonost pL;a on tho part of the preclear is "Who run I?". He feels 
that if he could only onSYlOr this, ho would bo happy. Ho then ransacks his fac
similos for all of his past identities on his many spirals and as these amount to 
hundreds of millions, he finds no surcease. He succeeds only in damaging himself 
with tho mo..ny injuries contQined in the facsitlilos through which ho is soarching. 
He is idcmtifyinG' to the point '.7here he j.s searching not for the state of I .L"Ji but 
for \7HAT HAVE I BEEN 1.i',.BE11ED? The attairmlOnt of thG stQto I LM depends upon one's 
ability to again be Qble to create space, energy and objects in and for his own 
universe, by himsolf or in co-operation with other the tans , and the rehabilitation 
of thc many additional abilities of the thotan for tho creation of energy is but 
ono of a very largo number. Thus tho state of I ':J.1 is roached through creative 
processinc [mel postuL:cto processing rather than the postulr:.to processing of MEST 
universe facsimiles or endless searching with an E-IDoter to discovor whet one has 
been. 

Thera aro gods above all othor gods. i~ything which has wide acceptance 
and has beon successful, wherever suns shine anel planGts swing, is based upon some 
fund3ID.ontd truth. Thero is no argument here 8.B"o,inst the existence of a Supreme 
Being or any dovaluation intended. It is that amongst gods, there are many 
falso gods olected to power ~ncl position for the benefit and use of those 'I1ho would 
control and mQkc into the basost slaves the most sublimG beings. As an !mcient 
Greok sdd, I'Then one has 8xilmined the descriptions of God written by man, he finds 
in that BcingQt bost ~ thirst fOF solf-aggrandisemont and adulation which would be 
disgusting in any man. Man has sought to mQko his God 1l. god of mud because the 
Eo,rly Greck and oven moro distant peoples, made idols in the form of men by which 
they thought to entrap tho beingness of somo local divinity who troubled them; more 
:nodern man h['"s fallon into tho error of making God into tho body of a homo sapiens 
and postir~ him sonewhere on high with Q craving for vengeance and a pettiness in 
punishmont matched only by the degradation of hor.lO sapiens himself. 

There are gods above all other gods, and gods 
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beyond the gods of universes, but it were better, far botter, to be a raving 
madman in his cell than to be a thing with the ego, cruelty and jealous lust 
that base religions have set up to make men grovel down. 

WIN-LOSE 

It is noteworthy that as the preclear ascends the tone-scale, his 
desire to win increases. Those low on the tone-sc[!.le, even Ilhen they think 
they are trying to win, will almost uniformly set up their problems and solutions 
so that they 'rill lose. 

Homo sapiens has little conversation with true competence. There is 
on astonishing level of >7inninB"!less above 4.0 where competence becomes c. joy like 
poetry. 

Rogret of competonce ensues whon one has employod competence to injure 
another being drastically. The duellist begins with joy in competence of sword
handling and before long, because of the counter-emotion he receives from his 
practice of the art, conceives disgust for compGtence. In a later lifo, he will 
carry this into everything he docs, so fearing that ho will employ competence to 
injure that he dares not practise competence in the smallest things; and by 
failing to practise competence, so introduces losingness to the injury of himself 
and others. A man who instinctively recoils from competence ond perfection, 
at the wheel of a car, will sometimes cause an accident rather than avoid one 
if competence of a high order is required in the avoidance. 

To win one must wish to win; when one no longer desires to win, one 
no longer desires to live. 

(NOTE: The The rema1n1ng three columns of the chart of attitudes are covered 
broadly in the earlier text.) 

THE EMOTION.AL SCALE l.Jm SUB-ZERO TONE-SCALE 

The emotional scale has been covored often and exhaustively elsewhere. 
As has been discussed in this text, it is dependent upon that characteristic of 
energy known as effinity which itself is ~stablished by flows, dispersals and 
ridges. 

Below zero on the tone scale is applicable only to a thetan. 

It has been quite commonly observed that there are two positions for 
any individual on the tone scale. This occurs because thero is a position for 
the composite of the thetan plus his 1~ST body operating in a state of unknowingr 
ness that he is not a MEST body, and behaving according to social patterns, whic!. 
give him some semblance of sanity. The other position on the tone scale is the 
position of the thotan himself, and it is necessary for us to demonstrate a 
negative scale in order to find the thetan at all. 

For the thetan you will find the scale as follows: 



THETAN SCALE 
RANGE 

\1011 below 
body death 

at "0" 
dovm to 
complete 

unbeingness 
as a 

thetan 
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. TEETAN PLUS BODY 

Sociru. trainine 
and education 

sole guarantee 
of sane conduct 

40.0 Serenity of beingness 
8.0 Exhilaration 

4.0 Enthusiasm 
3.0 Conservatism 
2.5 Boredom 
2.0 .Antagonism 
1.8 Pain 
1.5 A..'1gcr 
1.2 No-sympathy 
1.0 FellI' 
0.9 Sympathy 
0.8 Propitiation 
0.5 Grief 
0.375 Making amends 
0.05 Apathy 
0.0. Being a body 

-0.2 Being other bodies 
-1.0 Punishing other bodies 
-1.3 Responsibility as blame 
-1 • .5 Controlling bodies 
-2.2 Protecting bodies 
-3.0 Owning bodies 
-3.5 Approval from bodies 
-4.0 Needing bodies 
-8.0 Hiding 

.. -~~~-~--- ...... _-_ .. 
This sub-zero tone scale shows that tho thetan is several bands below 

knowingness as a body and so he ~ill be found in the majority of cases. In our 
homo sapiens he will be discovered to be below zero on the tone scale. The zero 
to four plus tone scalG was formulated on, and referred to, bodies and the activity 
of thetans ~ith bodie~. In order, then, to discover the state of mind of the 
thetan, one must examine the sub-zero scale. He has some trained patterns as a 
body which make it possible for him to know and to be. As himsel~, he has lost 
all beingness, all pride, all memories, and all self-determined ability, but yet 
has an automatic response-meohanism in himself which continuos furnishing his 
energy. 

EACH ONE OF THE ABOVE POINTS ON THE SCll1E IS RUN AS POSITIVE AND 
NEGATIVE! Example: The beautiful sadness o·f needing bodies. The beautiful 
sadness of NOT needing bodies. The beauty of beine responsible for bodies, tho 
beauty of NOT being responsible for bodies. Eaoh one is run as itself and then 
as the reverse with the addition of NOT. 

The sub-zero to 40.0 scale is the range of the thetan. A thetan is 
lower than body death, since it survives body death. It is in a state of 
knowingness below ~.375 only when it is identifying itself as a body and IS, to 
its ovm thinking, the body. The BODY-PLUS-THETAN scale is from 0.0 to 4.0 and 
tho position on this soale is established by the sooial environment and education 
of the composite being and is a stimulus-response scale. Tho preclear is 
initially above this 0.375 on the BODY-PLUS-TEETAN RilNGE. Then, on auditing, 
he commonly drops from the FALSE TONE of the BODY-PLUS-THETAN scale and into the 
true tone of tho thetan. 
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This is actually the only self-determined tone preeont - the actual 
tone of the thetan. From this sUD-'Zero he quickly ris03 up scnle t.hTo'c.gh the 
entire range as a thetan and gemrally settlos at 20.0 nnd ir~ commtd of the 
body and situations. The courso. of auditing them tnkes the preclear, quite 
automatically down from the FALSE TONE of tho BOJ)Y-PLUS-THETJ.J~ SC;UJE to tho 
o.ctuo.1 tone of the thet:m. Then the tone of the: thet!1.1"l ::':!.SGS bi'..ck up tho scci.e, 
level by level. 

It is not uncommen to fi:p.d the pj:'oclcnr (who IS the the tar.) qui to 
raving mnd under the false "veneer" of social ond educationnl stimUlus-response 
training end to discover that the prolce~r, while behaving quito normally in 
the BODY-PLUS-THET1'.H state, bG)comos irrational in the course of auditing. BUT 
DESPITE THIS, tho preclear is aotually being far morc sene and rational than 
ever bofore and tho moment n(, discovers himsolf !1S hims-::lf, a.s THE: source of 
onorgy and personality e,nd boing-ness o.f a body, he booomcG physicclly nnd 
mentally better. ':rhus the auditor must not be dismayed at the course of tone, 
but should simply persevero until he has the thctan up into ratiOllc.l range. 
A raving mad the tan is f2.I' more sand than a nOrIna,l human being. But then, o.s 
you o.udit, obsorve it for yourself. 

Tl'::E DICHOTOMIES 

Whilo tho auditor can do much solely by reducing facsimiles, he soon 
will find that his precloars arc not always able to erase facsimiles easily. 
He will find occasionally that he often has a. difficult time when a particularly 
hdavy fo.csimilo is in restimulation a~d, do what he will, tho auditor may find his 
precloar's tone remains unchanged and that the preclear's attitudes have not 
evolved to a better high. 

1951. 
-;VO n0\7 come to "The Go-vcrnorll ~d in a le.cture in the Autumn of 

The speed of a precloar is thG spoad of his production of energy. 

The most important step in est~blishing a preclear's self-determinism, 
the main goal of the auditor, is tho rohabilitation of tho proclear's ability to 
produce energy. 

A being is, apparently, an energy production source. How doos he 
produce live energy without mechanical monns, cellular activity, or food? 

The basic principle of energy production by a being has been copied 
in electronics. It is very simple. A difference of potential of two rxeas 
can establish a...'1. energy flow of thomselvcs. Cc.rbon batteries) olectric 
generators, and other producGrs of oloctrical flows act on the prinCiple that 
a difference of energy potential in t~0 or more ~roas cen c~uso ~ electrical 
ilIlpulse to flow between or amongst them. 

The precle8x is stat'ic and kinetic, mea..'1ing he is no-motion and motion. 
These, interplaying, produce electrical flow • 

.A preclear as a static can hold 'two or more energy flows of diffGI'ent 
wave lengths in proximity and betwocn thom obtain a flow. 

A preclear can hold a difforence of flow between two waves and a static 
so long (and arduously) that the effect of a dischargin& condenser cun be 
obtained. This can "explode" a facsimile. 
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The preolear flows eleotrioal ourrents of oommand at the body. These 
hit pro-established ridges (areas of dense waves) and oause the body to peroeive 
or act. The preolear takes from the body peroeption with tractor beams. He 
holds the body still or braoes himself against it by wrapping a traotor (pulling) 
beam around it while he plaoes a pressor (pushing) beam at his back to command 
himself into aotion. (You oan almost break a preclear's spine by asking him to 
oontact his own tractor around his body and yet withhold the pressor against his 
spine.) 

All an auditor really needs to know about this is the elementary method 
of using a difference of potential. That creates energy. 

The only thi!"..g vtrong vvi th a. preclear with an aged MEST body is that he 
has too many facsimilas of his tractors and pressors handling his own MEST body 
(;md the riokety state of the body feeds back "slowness" so that he thinks his 
energy is lou - ~~d until worked with some method such as this, facsimiles do 
not reduoe. 

m-~ diffarcnce of potential played one against the other creates energy. 
Aesthetic waves agAinst a static produce energy. Aesthetic waves against ana
lyticcl waves produce energy. .Analytical waves against emotional waves produce 
energy. Emotional waves Ilg'ainst effort waves produoe energy. Effort against 
matter produces energy. 

The last is the method used on Earth in gene~ating eleotrical current 
for power. The others are equally valid and produce even higher flows. This 
is a gradient scale of bcingness, from the zero-infinity of theta to the solidity 
of matter. 

The differences of potential most useful are easy to run. 

This is, actually, alternating current running. There can be DC 
running or chain fission running but tho se are very experimental at this writing. 

ii-C is created by the statio holding first one, then the other, of a. 
dichotomy of two differences of potential. A flow is run in one direotion with 
one of the pair, thell in the other direction with the other. 

The dichotomies arc; 

1. Survive 
SUCCUi-:1b 

2. Affinity 
No affinity 

3. Com..munica. tion 
No commUnication 

4. 11f;ree 
Disagree 

5· start 
Stop 

6. Be 
Be Not 
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7. KnOll 

Know Not 

8. Ca.use 
Effect 

9. Change 
No change 

10 Hin 
Lose 

11. I o.r.l 

I run not 

12. Fc.i th 
Distrust 

1 3. lma.gino 
Truth 

14. Boliove 
Not believe 

15. Alwa.ys 
Never 

16. Future 
Past 

17. Everyone 
Nodody 

18. OYms all 
Owns nothing 

19. Responsible 
Not responsible 

20. Right 
Wrong 

21. stay 
Esca.pe 

22. Bea.uty 
Ugliness 

23. Reason 
Emotion 

24. Emotion 
Effort 

25. Effort 
Apathy 



26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

How are these used? 
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Acceptance 
Rejection 

Sane 
Ins:me 

No-sympathy 
Sympathy 

Sympathy 
Propitiation 

And the state of Static, a motionlessness 
sometimes necessary to run. 

One asks the preclear to flow agreement, then disagreement. He flows 
a feeling, a thought (NEVER the phrase!) of "agreemer' ~II out or i~, in the direc
tion he chooses relative to himself. He lets this flow until i~ ·~urns smoky 
gray or white, then black. Then he changes the direction of flow and gets the 
thought or feeling of "disagreement ". He runs this until it turns gray or white, 
then black. When this has turned black or dark, he again runs II agreement II in 
its direction until he gets gray or white, then again black. Now he reverses 
the flow and flows tho thought "disagreement" u..'1til he gots gray or \Vhi te, then 
blackn.ess. And so on and on. 

It will be noted that at first it may toke some little time for a flow 
to run from black through white to black. As tho preclear c.ontinues to run, 
after minutes or many hours, he begins to run faster, then f~ster and faster 
until at last he can keep a flow blazing and cra.ckling .. 

A method of aberrating beings was to give them wp~te and black energy 
sources in their vicinity. These show up 011 a very low tcnc occluded case as 
blazing whi teand shining white. That is an electronic ir.cident, not his own 
energy flow. These run blazing white in one direction for minutes or hours 
before they go black. They t40n run the other way, blazing white, almost as long. 

WHEN BLACK PREDOMINATES IN SUCH INCIDENTS THEY DC Nor DDHNISH OR REDUCE. 
ASK TEE PRECLE.l1R IN SUCH A CASE TO IX) WHAT HE "HAS TO DO" ~O GET Tm:! INCIDENT ALL 
WHITE. 

As the preclear runs, he finds the speed of the change of flow changes, 
more and more rapidly until it runs like a vibration. This vibration, theor
etically, can increase to a strong current which becomes so great it is well to 
ground your preclear by using an E-meter or letting him hold a wire in (Hl.ch hand 
which is connected to a bare water pipe or radiator. Otherwise, his MEST body 
may be dmnaged by the flow. 

Run a dichotomy only against its mate. 
until the flow turns black. 

Run in alternating directions 

Don't run a black "flow". It doesn't flow or run out. 



flows. 
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METHODS OF RUNNING 

There are many methods of running facsimiles and of handling ridges and 
These hcve beon covered in other pUblicntions;all of them have validity 

and can o.dvance co.ses. 

In tho prcsent publico.tion thore are only two processes which are 
stressed o.nd these processos nrc superior to others published prior to December 
1st 1952. A grent mo.ny tests hnve established the fact that two processes, both 
of them Simple, produce far bettor results thc~n any of the others. 

Tho title "Sciontolo:3'Y 8 .. 8008" moans the attairunent of infinity by 
the reduction of the r:!EST uni vorse' s apparent infinity to zero and the inorease 
of the zero of one's own universe to an infinity of one's own universe. This 
road is o.ttnined by postulate processing and creative processing. 

To run any incident or US8 any process it is nocessary for the nuditor 
to have n very sound ideo. of what he is doing, and to this end it is recommended 
that he know and bo nble to use the following processes: 

Processing 
The Code 
Tho Theta Entity 
The Entitics 
Rurtning Engrntls 
Running Socondaries 
Running Locks 
Concepts end Feelings 
Running Ridc;es (Circuits) 
Running Live Flow 
Freeing tho Thotan by Concept end Feeling 
Freeing the Thet['.ll by Present ~d Future 
Randomity 
Freeing by Dichoto~ies 
Freeing by Tone Scr.lc 
Freeing tho Thotan by Orientntion 
Freeing the Thotan by Positioning end Exhaustion of Flows 

POSTUV.l'..TE PROCESSING 

Actually energy is produced by the thetan simply by postulating that 
it will be in existence. Who.t he says will be so, becomes so for him; if he 
becomes extremely powerful, it becomes so for others. This condition has been 
misused by most thetans who, often in the past, have been o.fro.id of making 
postUlates that will come true. They believe that if they say a thing will 
happen, it will then happen - to such an extent that they now revulse against 
stating anything will ho.ppen. 

Another aberrative condition with regard to postUlates is thnt for the 
sake of randomity, the thetan at some time or another has set up the postulate 
that every time he makes a postulo.te a reverse postUlate will occur which he will 
not know about, in such c. wc.y that he can "play chess >rith himself" without 
spoiling the gc.me by knowing what his left hand i~ doing when his right hand 
make s the movo. 

It is not true thnt postulates have to be located all through the 
facsimiles and worn out by repetition. It is just as easy to make new postUlates; 
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but first one must recover from the depths to which his postulates have taken him. 
The most dungerous postul~tes are those postulates where he decided to agree with 
something which would become aborrative. 

You can see by examining c~y facsimile in the preclear related to an 
accident that the most aberrative things in thct facsimile nre what the preclear 
himself decided. 

Postulates ere accompanied by ovaluations and conclusions. It is often 
possible to "loosen" :1 postulate by discovering to the preclear why he made it, 
or what data he wes using at the time. 

l.s c~ procleb.r becomes very ~b()rrc.ted and believes himself to be more 
and. more MEST, his postuletcs become as ull'vTieldy to use us actual objects, and 
ho finds thco as difficult to change. 

When doine cr8ctivG processing and moving objects a~d energy in created 
spa.ce; anll tii:le, tho procl,:wI is dOing this by making postula.tes. It comes as a 
shock to some procloars that thc;y nre handling time by shifting space. One 
hcndles time by simply saying that ho had c. thing and now does not have it, or 
thc..t he will have or will view a thing in tho futuro. One do os not shift time 
by shifting spaco, nor does one continuo to look at something he has put into the 
past. Ho says it is in the past and so it becomes in the past. 

vlhen the thetan is unable to handle postUlates about time, tho auditor 
should ask him about some ~~ST universe incidonts such as breakfast, and then 
enquire how he romembered thct he had breakfast, and if he will have something 
to oat on the morrow arid thon how he knows he will have something to eat on the 
morrow. Ho docs not look at his breakfast to find out if he had breakfast, he 
knows thct he ate breakfast; nnd he docs not go into tomorrow to find out if he 
~ill probably eat on the morrow, he knows - or, at least, believes it possible -
that ho .,rill eat on the morroV/. Moving time, as in any other postulate, is 
knowingnoss not viewineness. An object goos into the past in the same space 
ns it was i~ in the.present; and in the future may be in tho SnIDe space as it 
was ill thG past. The space dOGS not change: the condition of hnvingness changes; 
and one estimates this by some degree of knowingness. 

The entire subject of postulates is tho subject of certainty and s.elf
bolief. That preclear who has a low solf-belief finds it difficult first, to make 
a postulnte which he will believe and second, to undo one he has made. Creative 
processing and postul~te ~rocessing alike romedy this. 

Rising-scale processing is another way of doing postulate processing. 
One tekes nny point or column of the chart of attitudes as given in this text, 
which the preclear can reach, and asks the preclear then to shift his postulate 
upvlurds toward a higher level. 

In order to do this the auditor says, "Now, on the subject of rightness 
end wronenoss, how .7rong do you think you generally are?" Tho preclear tells 
him. The auditor says, "How high can you shift this attitude toward believing 
yourself right?" The preclear shifts tha atti tud0 as high as he can. The 
auditor takes this as the next level from which he will work upward until ho 
attains us nee.rly as possible a postUlate which will "hold" to the effect that 
the preclear believes himself right. Rising-scule processing should not be 
confused with the processing of flows. One can process all these columns in 
terms of flows. Rising-scale processing is simply a method of shifting postulates 
upward toward optimum from where the preclear bel ieves he is on the chart. 
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Rising-scale processing is essentially a process directed toward increasing belief 
in self by using 0.11 the "buttons" on tho chart of attitudes. 

Tho proclear is generally found to be quite uncertain about his 
postulates. He doos not know whethor or not what he says will take effect or, 
if he says it and if it takes effect, if it will not rebound upon him. He 
becomes afraid to make postulates for fear he will make some postulate destructive 
to -himself or others and may even discover himsoli' milking postulates to convince 
himself he should be ill. 

One has to tell oneself dhat to be before ono is. 
ability is the essence of processing a thetan. 

Recovery of this 

Postulate processing is a very vital process to apply to the thetan; 
when ha is exteriorized, he can c~~ge his postulates rapidly. If he finds 
himself thinking slowly rule. doing other things uhich are not optimum \"Then he is 
outSide, one can bettor his situation and condition by asking him to Chal1ge 
postulates. 

CREATIVE PROCESSING 

STAND.ARD OPERATUm PROCEDURE 
Issue 3 

Standard Operating Procedure for theta clearing is the backbone of 
processing in Scientology. It is easily followed, but the auditor should have 
an excellent co~~and of nIl typos of processing in order to usc it more 
successfully. 

SOP is most easily done c.ndmost successfully by an auditor \"Tho isa 
theta clear. Auditors who are not seldoTI understand it, and a low-toned uncleared 
auditor who cannot himself leave his body very of ton acts to pin a preclear inside 
his body. It is noteworthy thQt ma~ auditors have baen unable to obtain successes 
wi th theta clearing before .they themselves have been cleared, but imrnediately after 
tho auditor was clearod, he was successful with each successive case without 
except~on. Tho fear of some the tans from various causes of leaving the body 
co.-..;:;·, 3 the auditor - who is the thctan - to make other thetans stay in bodies, and 
it is actually quite d~erous to be audited by auditors who are not theta clears. 
The process is not d~erous; uncleared auditors are. 

Definitions 

THETAN: This term designates the beingness of the individual, the 
awareness of awareness unit, that qunntity and identity which IS the preclear. 
One does not spenk of "my thetan" any more than no would spenk of "my me". 
Persons roferrine to the thetcn in such a way as to make the thotnn a third party 
to the body and the person arc not only incorrect, they betoken by this a bad 
state of aberration. 

AUDITOR: The person who lIauditsll, who computes and listens, a prac
titioner of Dianetics and Scientology. SOP Theta Clearing is best done by an 
auditor who has been theta cleared. A V (Roman numeral five) (soe belOW) 
commonly acts to force the proclear to stay in his body oven while pretending 
to free the precloar from his body. 

LOC1~ION: The thetan is an energy unit which is located in tho centre 
of the skull. It is conceived to be small but is as lJxge as the preclear believes 
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it to be. ~ thetan ~ho cannot leave the current body very often believes himself 
to bo holding on only to the current body, and yet in nctuality is holding on to a 
facsimile of an earlier body. The thetan also believes himself to be the size of 
some earlier body. A thotan from tho fifth invader force believes himself to be 
a very strange insect like creature with unthinkably horrible hands. He believes 
himsolf to be occupyine such a body, but is in actunlity simply a unit capable of 
producing spnce, time, en8rgy and matter. 

SELF-DETERMINlffig: Self~dotorminism is a relative state of ability to 
deteroine location in time and space, and to create and destroy space, time, 
enorgy and matter. If one can locate his facsimiles and ridges in time and space, 
if one is able to place persons and objects in tho past, present and future in 
time nne space, he can be considered to have high self-determinism. If one's 
facsimiles place hiD in time and space, if people can easily place ono in time 
and space in the past, present or future, one's self-determinism is low. 
~illingness ~ unwillingness to locate things in time and space are the key 
relntive states of sanity. 

ILLUSION: 
creates himself. 

Any idea, space, energy, object or time concept which one 

REJ,.LITY~ That Q£'reemcmt upon illusion which became the MEST universe. 

DELUSION: ThinG'S not of one's own creation or of the MElST universe 
~hich locato one in time and space. 

c}~RT1:J:NTY: One is certnin on a plus or minus basis and one con ba 
equally c~rtain on either. One c~~ be certain a thing is NOT real or he canobe 
certnin that it IS real. There are three sides to this, One is certain a thing 
is his own illusion: this is the highest ~evel. One is certain thnt n thing is 
Q !;;ES'r univorse roality (illusion). One can be certain that a thing is a delusion. 
AxlY cort:,.inty is a knowineness. Kno~ingness is sanity. Thus we havo three 
routos of cert~inty by which to approach knowingness. 

KN<Jv7INGllESS: KnoVlineness depends upon certainty. 

lJillRRATION: Aberration depends upon uncertainty. 

Tlm'rJ~ PERCEPTION: That which one perceives by radiating t'oward an 
object ~~ from the reflection perceiving various characteristics of the object 
such as sizo, odour, tnctile, sound, colour, Gtc.. Certainty of perception is 
increasod by drilline in certaintios as above. Theta perception is dependent 
upon V1illinG~oss to h~dlc oner~J end to create space, energy and objects. In 
view of tho fact that the BEST universe can be established easily to be an illusion, 
one must ~~ve Gil ability to perceive illusions before one can clearly perceive the 
MEST universe. The thetnn uho cannot perceive the MEST universe easily will also 
be found to be incapable of handling and orienting other kinds of illusions with 
certainty. Theta perception is also a direct index to rasponsibility, for respon
sibility is tho willingness to handle force. 

MEST PERCEPTION~ Recordings the thatan tnkes from the perception organs 
of the human body as u short cut to perception (lazy perception). The body 
records actual wave emanations from the ~~ST Universe, the thetan uses those 
racordings. Considerably more data could be collected on this subject. 

ORIENT1~ION: Determination of location in space and time and deter
mination of energy quantity present. This applies to past, prasent, future. 
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RIDGES: "Solid" accumulations of enorgy \fhich are suspended in space 
and time. Ridges CM be handled variously. Thoy can clso explode. 

FACSIMILES: Energy roproductions of thines in tho various univorses. 
The yare fixed to ridges. 

END OF TE~IINAL: A communication line to anything has tho preclear 
at one end and something at tho othor end. ~lhen the end of,torminal is vacated, 
flow dams and tho proclear must fix the vacc.ted and to his own body. This is 
the mechanics behind the loss which brin3's about grief. ARC lines co..n be mockod-
up and handled in the routine of creative processing, which process vall rosolve 
end of terminal difficulties. Those terminals c~o quite visible to the thetan 
who sees them either \found around the body or extending to other bodias or renching 
0. considerable distance into space. Tho thotnn Cru1 actually yank on these ter-
minals, even those which go into space, and free tho othor end whethor ho porceives 
it or not, and so recover and dispose of such lines • 

. ASTRAL BODIES: Somebody's delu.sion. Astral bodies are usucl.ly mock-ups 
which tho mystic then tries to believe real. He soos tho astrnl body as somo
thing olse and then seeks to in.l].o.bit it in tho most comv.on practises of "astral 
wclking". lmyone who confuses astrnl bodies with thete.ns is ~pt to hc .. va diffi-
culty with theta clearing for the two things arc not tho same ordor of similarity. 
The exteriorization of 0. thetan, when c..ctually accomplishod, is so conpluto 8...'1c.l 
thorough o.nd is attended by so many other phonomcma that anyono \7ho has neue o...TJ. 
effort to relate these t\fO things is quite certain to r0Ctmt aftor ho has boen 
theta cleared. The most notouorthy difference is thc.t the; thotn..TJ. doos not have 
0. body. Production of illusion t.o which he them SOUGht to c.ssien I\1ES'I' r0.:lity 
is probably the underlying factor which nciws nysticism so c.liorrativG. Da.t:J. from 
Indio. and even that found in the deepost "mysteries" of Indio. is knm7inp,ly or 
unknowingly "booby-trapped", so that Ylhilo it contc..ins, if ul1ovcluc..ted .'2..TJ.d. isolated, 
mOllY essential truths, it contains as "\1011 directions which nrc cortdn to sond 
the experimenter even more deeply into triO unwoXl.tetl stc.to of bocomine 1,lliS'l'. Until 
recently the nearest one could come to stuclyinz tho actuc..lity of e:dstcmcc w[~s 
through the field of mysticism and its vcluo should not ',:)0 ~:iscounkd, but iJcs 
effect is to deliver on entirely opposite rosul t to any oxporimuntor luckloss 
enough to hope to reach cause by becoming an effect as r0quirod in nysticism. 
Seeing Olld feeline "non-existences" is frightonine c.nd harnful only i7bcr.. ono 
seeks to believe them to b0 existences. Only "l7hen he knOllS he h[1S croatot:. them 
Coll he obtain a certainty upon them. One cnn crodo Imllucindion for himsdf 
only by insisting that what ho has croated uas oth~rrrise crcc.tcd - in short, 
refusing to accept responsibility for his ovm cro~tod illusions. 

ELECTRONICS: Lower o..nd cruder monifoQtations of tho S2l!lO order of 
Q.C.tuo.li ty as thought. 

TEru~IN1~S: In facsimilos, ridges and electric meters, torminals operate 
and current flows only when they ere fixed in title a.nc~ space. lJ.tcrnati:ne 
current becomes possible only because of ru1 overlooked item, tho bc.se of the meter, 
which is fixed in time end space and which keeps the terminals apart by fixing 
them in time and space. 

THE HUMAn SOUL: The preclear. 

MYSTICISM: Many right idoas but the urong way to go about it. 

FREEDOM: lJil:ity to create and position €merB'Y or matter in tioe ane::. 
space. 
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SLAVERY: Being positioned in another's timc and spac.e. 

Trill HUMIJq BODY: A carbon-oxygen ..:mgine built of complex ele ctronic 
ridges around the genetic entity which nniml1tos it. 

THE HUlIJIlJl MIND: The thetan plus the standard banks. 

STD.ruLUS RESPONSE: The environment of the thetan activating ridges to 
mako thorn nctivate the body. 

THE REACTIVE MIND: The ridge automatic responso systCI:l. 

THE SOI.'rl~TIC Mum: The genotic entity plus tho brain system of the body. 

SCIENTOLOOY: The science or" knowing how to know. 

Kl'J<JJIlTG HO'.7 1'0 KNa.7: Beine the tbJtan, clear of the body ane. its 
ridcos end ::!.blo to hancilo illusion, no.tt0r, (margy, spc.ce and time. 

TEET!:.. CLE:.R: ;, being who is roasonably stablJ outside the body and 
dOGS not como back into thG body simply becuuse the body is hurt. No other 
condition necessary. 

CLI~LP.ED THETA Cillfll1: 1.~ thGtnn 17ho is completely rGhabili tatcd and can 
do evorythiro..g a. thoicill should do, such as move MOST end control others from a 
distcillcc, or cr~ato his ovm UL~iverse • 

.1.',. rrHETil. EXTERIOR: 
is not yat st~blG outside. 

.A. thctc;n ,\lho is clear of 'bhe body und knows it but 

Standard OperatinG Procedure 

This process is done in stops. The o.uditor with EVERY preclear makes 
no other judgment tho.n to beGin with stop I and, fniling to accomplish that 
immediately, to go to Step II; if he fo.i18 to accomplish this iI:lmediately, he 
goos to step III; and so on. \fucn he is able to accomplish a step he labels 
the case as that step number, i.o. a III. He thon begins working with that step. 
J~ter a few hours' work, ho again starts at the top with tho preclear with step I 
und proeressos on through. Eventually the procloar .becomes a Step 1. 

STEP I - POSITIVE EXTERIORIZING: Ask the preclear to step a foot back 
of his head. If he does, make hin go back furthor, then up, then down, practi
sing placement in s:pc.ce end time. Then ona asks hi!.l. to soe if there c.re any 
items in the body he would like to repair and proceeds to let the preclear repair 
ther.'! according to the precl oar's orm ideas as to hoVi he should do it. Then 
educate the proclo[!X l)y making him crec.te and destroy his mm illusions into 
finally getting 0. certainty of illusion and from this a certainty of perceiving 
the recl univorsG wi th C:'~l perceptions> (Note: The realest universe is, of 
course, one's own illusory universe and should be completely rehabilitated before 
one attompts to much porceive or ha~dle or worry about the 1~ST universe. 
Rehabilito.ted, soniC, visio, etc. of the ME:ST universe are vary clear c.nd very 
certnin. Clear perception in early stages is not a test of beine outside. 
The only test is 17hcther the preclear XNOrlS he is outside.) Failing the first 
lino of this stop, GO to Step II. 

STEP II - BY ORlENTi ... TION: ~'isk the precll3c.r, still inside, to locate 
the inside of his forehead. l~k him to put a pressor beam against it ~ push 
himself out tho bo..ck of his head. Supplement this by asking him to reach out 
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through the back of his head and grab the wcll with a pulling beom and pull himselj 
out. l~k him to stecdy himself outside and then, by means of beams, to raise and 
lower himself while outsid3 and to movo to various parts of the room while still 
outside. Use creative processing. By orientation as a thetan, placing himself 
as a thetan in time and spaco, ho becomes sure of his whereabouts. Have him 
find and cast off old lines which have their terminals fixed to him. Have him 
,find those lines wherever they arc and attach them to radiators ['..'1.d. water taps 
as the energy will drain out of him. Tho II ordinarily has enough lines to 
cause him to snap b~ck in tho head whon he releases beams. Failing this, go 
to step III. 

STEP III - SPACE PROCESSING - In that the l~ST universe has forced upon 
the thetan its spatial dimensions and directions, the thetan is likely to become 
a point which is being subjected to ell the counter-efforts and emotions of his 
environment, for his entire concept of space is being determined by the MEST 
universe. Have the thotan, still inside, find his feet in the opposite direction 
from where the ~~ST body is located by the 1mST universe. Have him turn tho feet 
around. Have him create differences in his body and reverse various limbs and 
positions according to his viewpoint, each one in disagreement with the l~ST 
universe, particularly as appertain to gravity and other influonces. This sets 
up an ability to disagree with the ~i:EST universG ::'n terms of spacG. Have him 
locate his eyes in tho back of his head, on the soles of his foet and in othor 
placos. Have him assume other bodies each time changing them slightly and 
putting them awo:y. Thon have him gathur himself into hisnorr.lal lffi]ST universe 
spatial areas and go to Step I. 

STEP IT - RImE RUNNING: Ask the preclear to give himself a command 
to walk. Let him locate the white flow line which results inside his head. 
i7hen this line goes dark, he.vo him locate the tiny r::.d~ inside the skull that 
stopped it. Have him run the flow from tnis barrier tthese barriers, they are 
tiny ridges and each has a thOUght with it such as "Can't walk" or "Too bored to 
walk") back toward the spot where he told himself to walk. It will rur.. white 
for a moment, then go black. Have him give himself the cOI!lIlland to walk again 
and "watch" this flow line. It may run through two or three tiny barriers and 
then stop. llgain ·have him run the "objection" to walkine. Have him watch this 
"objection" flow until it goes black. Tron have him give himself the command 
to walk again and so on and so on. He wi 11 wind up ~t some outside pOint. 
Now have him give himself the command "Liston" and h['.ve hin run this and its 
back flows on "black and white" until he is exterior on the subjoct of listen. 
Then use the command "Talk" similarly. Then the command "Nod", then the command 
"Move", etc. Give "Look" last for it may "blind" his perception of black and 
white. He may each time get out to a distance in another quarter. If he can 
do all this, start with Step I age.in. Fc.iling this step, failing to "see" 
black end white energy manifestations, go to Step V. 

STEP V - BL.ACK l.ND WHITE CONTROL PROCESSING: Give tho preclear a 
complete E-moter assessment, using the principles of what he would create or 
destroy or would not create and would not destroy. Use this date. to make 
mock-ups. Then have the proclear create and porceive black spots and then 
white spots, black crosses and ·"hi to crosses, and movo those here and there 
through the room or through his own space. Turn them on and off, interchange 
them, put them in yesterday, put them in tomorrow, make them get larGer, make 
them get smaller; oach time doing as much as tho proclear can do and oach timo 
one asks him to perceive one of his own created illusions in terms of black and 
white spots or crosses, one attempts to coax him into successful control of it. 
Audit very persuasively and lightly. This preclee.r ordinarily is friGhtened 
of blackness because it either can contain dangerous things or contains nothing, 
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and he cannot differentiate which. Thus he cannot control blackness and, in 
being unable to control blackness, flounders in it. He also has a more basic 
computation: that blackness is the only safe thing in which to hide and, thero
fore, blackness is a thing to have. Further, blackness "takes" things for him. 
This preclear may be afraid of the police, may believe himself to have a hideous 
body, thetawise, and has many other reasons why hG cannot exteriorize. Drills. 
on creating and perceiving black and white should be continued until he can 
handle each easily. The trouble with this preclear and preclears lower than 
this is that they have agreed too heavily with the 1rnST universe and must be 
very cautious in confronting it, since in that direction they conceive to lie 
a much more complete defeat even than that from which they are now suffering. 
Audit him tUso very heavily on Creative Processing ("Self Analysis", British 
edition). Then go through steps again. If the preclear is immediately 
perceived to have little or no reality on lJrr incident, go to Step VI. 

STEP VI - l~C STRAIGHT WIRE: Drill, by direct questioning, on locks 
until the preclear can remember somGthing really "real" to him, something which 
he "really loved", something with which he was in communication. Then drill him 
on creating illusions until he is certOin he has created one which really isn't 
real, which he is certain HE put the emotion and perceptions into. (See Self 
~alysis, British edition, with attention to End of Session Processing.) Then 
go through steps again. Failing Step VI after a quick test, go to Step VII. 

STEP VII - PRESENT TIME BODY ORIENTATION: Have prGclear locate a 
part of his body and recognise it as such. Have him locate furniture, fixtures, 
auditor in room. Have him locate tho town and country he is in. Got him to 
find somothing in present time which is really real to him, with which he can 
cOh1lnunicate. ',-lork on this until he can do this. Then go to STEP VI. Then 
go to Step I. 

GENER~\L PROCESSING 

Anything which rehabilitates tho self-determinism of a preclear, 
whether education, change of environment, running facsimiles, theta clearing or 
the creation of one's ovm universe, is valid processing. lillY one of these will 
raise the tone-scale of the preclear markedly. 

At the end of 80,000 hours of investigation of beingness in the MEST 
universe, I have concluded that those processes which make it possible for the 
preclear to disagree with the lmST universe, also make it possible for him to 
handle the MEST universe, or to create his own or be part of a group which creates 
a universe, as the case may be. Scientology 8-8008 is remarkable for its 
ability to bettGr the beingness and action potentials of the individual. It is, 
sadly enough, tho only technique which I hDYe seen produce excellent and fast 
results in the hands of trained auditors. Part of the reason is that the 
auditors who are trained in Scientology at this time must be themselves theta 
clears. But this is not all of the reason. Homo sapiens has, and will 
continue to usc, any technique delivered into his hands for the control and 
enslavement of others, for homo sapiens is frightened. EVen when an auditor 
was competent. with earlier techniques, it would often occur that his preclGar 
would return into his past environment and would relapse. This occurred 
because others had. a vested interest in the preclear's continuation in a state 
of aberration; and others would lose no moment in starting again to crush this 
preclear down thc tone-scale to a point where they conceived he was more easily 
controlled. MEST is the most easily controlled itom in the 1~ST universe, and 
the closer a human being could be prossGd toward I~ST, the easier, it was thought, 
to control him. That his value and ethical sonse deteriorated in direct ratio 
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to the degree he was depressed down the tone-scole, was overlooked by the homo 
sapiens who had a passion for slavery. The prinary benefit of Scientology 8-8008 
is thC'..t it works so swiftly even ,Then indifferently used that the persons in the 
environment of the preclear are over-reac1.1ed rc.pid1y by 'Ghe preclear end find 
thomse1ves subject to his control when thoy act! to continue his aberration. 
Further the auditor is seldom aware of the height his preclear o.ttnins until 
the prec1ea.r has attained it. Processing has always workod in the hends of 
a compctent o.udi tor; o.nd it were better for any technique, no matter horT 
dangerous, to be known to mon if it could bonofi t r~t least 0. few, for homo 
sapiens had no p'sycho-therapy. In Dio.netics he, ho.d his first thoroughly 
vo.1idated psycho-therapy and Dianetics worked and still works uniforo1y in 
the hands of those skilled in its app1icntion.In Scionto10gy in general, 
ond in theta c1eo.ring in particuln.r, the upper limits of homo snpiens as such 
have beon tro.nscended nn~ it would be not good semontics to col1 0. theta clear 
a homo sapiens or even, exactly spenking, .'). person, for he is a thetan with a 
body he uses for purposes of action and cor:ununico.tion, end his vieiilpoint is qllite 
altered. His general hoclth is more or less directly under his control, but 
there is no gool for the body as ['.. final goal in Scientology, for tho body is 
a tool. The genetic entity which built tho hum::n body ,Feal1y wantod to bo 
served. The complexities ruld ridges which he developed spe~ of 0. cro.ving 
for energy ['.nd solf-service which could only be the basost aberration, c..nd, 
true enough, tho genetic entity is a.berrated almost beyond belief, o.s any thetan 
discovers '7hen he seeks to clear tho genettc entity, The body is quito clive 
and solf-motive.ted without the thGtan, as the theto.n soon discovers; but it is 
so used to tE1.king orders from successive lines of thoto.ns which themso1ves some 
day would probably become part of this complex systeu of ridges, thnt its 
"mental activities" are quite stupid. Tho theto.n who has lived in this asso'ci
ation and has believed himself to be tho body is early quito appalled at the 
character of the genotic entity rfho is cowardly, a. thing of stimulus-response, 
without further will or goals tha.n to grow c. body, a.nd obsess0d entirely with 
the idea of growi~b one. Tho thetcn cnn repair the body quite easily if he so 
chooses, but quite often sees it ns a pointless activity: for one's personality 
is not evon faintly dependent upon tho body but is only debo.sed by o.ssociation 
wi th one. \Then one h.:1s loarned to control a body from a distence, h~ is 
usually content to lot it got along ['.8 bost it cen, for th~ reduction of all 
countor-efforts of tho genotic ~ntity wOlud bc a reduction of the entire body. 
The genetic entity has his whole track and has ho.d his own travails. In other 
pc.rts of space, not too incredibly, "dolls" arc used by theto.ns - things which 
can be animated easily by thota energy ~d ~hich are disposable [illd which do not 
have tho uncomfortable circumstnnce of being themselves any more alive than any 
other MEST. 

The MEST universe itself has c. considcr~blG cravingness in it. It is 
composed of energy which was emano.ted in order to ho.ve, and the energy still 
contnins as its basic charo.cteristic Ho.ve end Not Have, and is itself, whon 
contacted, found to possess a craving rThich does not meke tho MEST alive but 
which speclcs of that which made tho MEST, This cravingness is an essential 
po.rt of 011 matter. Certn,in metals contain the desiro to be had much more 
thnn others J and certain other met~~s contain the cravinz not to be had. 
This is one wqr of looking at positive nnd negativo reactions. The body 
being composed of such energy mckes it feel o.s though it is holding on to 
the theton. Nothing is really holding on to the thotan since he has no 
substance which cen be hold. Even the genetic entity dOGe not hold on to 
the thetan, but probably considers him some sort of fL1.r off commending god -
if ho thinks of the thetc.n at 0.11. 
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Space has its OiVU demanding quality and insists on its dimensions 
being accepted by anything in the universe, for it was erected and is erected 
on a command basis in tho ~~ST universe. 

Processing must resolve this havingness on the part of matter, and 
the commandingnoss on tho part of space. To confront these directly is, for 
most preclom's, an impos'sibili ty, for it only drives them further into an 
apathy of agreement with rIICST. The preclear has long contested with the MEST 
universe and has continually sought to create his own universe only to find the 
1~ST universe declaring itself stronger each time and compressing the illusion 
to nothing. 

The vmr cry of tho N:r::ST u..."liverso is: "Must have gotten it somewhere", 
and "It Must have Gone somewhere". It will not tolerate the vaguest possibility 
thGt ono cre~ted himself or could destroy anything himself. The whole sub-zero 
scule is 11 manifestation of one's efforts to combat this demandingness on the 
pert of the 11:CST universe. Hiding, protecting, owning, are all mechanisms to 
answer the quostion .... 7hore did you get it?" wi7hat did you do with it?" The 
hmST universo, in this liolt, is essentially a police universe, for it operates 
upon force D..l1c:'. intoloranco and demands ':li th pain that its laws be accepted. 
In that its laws e~G based solely upon agreement, it is only necessary to 
discover hm7 ono can disagreu with them to abolish what has been called "natural 
law" for onesolf. Upon tho abolishnent of this agreement depends the hecl th, 
progress arm advancement of the thetan. This universe is a major expanding 
trap of finite dimonsions and rath~r idiotic simplicity. If one were to leave 
the MillST univorse, ono would solely craato space of his own and maintain enough 
knowledge of whet could happen with regard to the MEST universe, to defeat its 
cncoroachment ~d its sclesmen. No universe, however cUlli"lingly constructed, 
is entirely proof against this expandinG trap. The IvIEST universe is a game 
which has Gone on too long and of \7hich even the plc.yers arc tired. Earth 
could bo considered to bo at this tli~e an egress terminal. 

It is noteworthy that one m~st not accept or know any of theso con
di tions to havo those procosses work. They act vcr~I swiftly and uniformly on 
any holJl.o sapiens ane: upon other beings. A considerable number of tho prinCiples 
which have beuT, discoverod in Sciantology exist above the :MEST universe. The 
MEST univarse i tsolf might bo considorod to be the "inevitable average" of 
illusion once it starts in a certain direction. ue have in natural law as 
applied to the MEST universe, tho sum of agrcemont upon illusion. Tracing 
the principles of Scientology as they apply specifically to the Ml!:ST universe, 
is the traCing of tho ae-roCf.lCnts which brought about tho MEST universe. The 
axioms of 1951 arc, in tho mcin, a tracemant of this agreement. The inevita
bility and "diabolical accuracy" of those predictions of human behaviour depend 
upon thoir being held in common by man, which tbuy are. They extend as well 
to other b<.'lings below tho level of player in this universe and have applied to 
many sds of plc.ycrs, ,,;rhilo much of tho data vlhich has boen recovered in this 
investigation scems, to the narrow scope of homo sapiens, quite wild, tho wildness 
depends on tho absence of investiGation in tho past and can be compared only to 
tho stupidity uhich remained ignorant of them; for those matters were an unsecn 
and insidious causation llilderlying tho grief of Earth, at best a pawn in 0. minor 
gc.me in a minor Galaxy. 

THE l.JIATOMY OF SPACE 

Before anergy can exist in this universe, space must exist. His inability 
to cre~ space is one of tho most aberrative characteristics of the thetan whom we 
find in'a ~~ST body. He has become reduced ~o a point even in his own concept, 
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and perhaps even less than a point for he has no space of his own but must depend 
upon bodies and other conditions to believe that he has space. 

It is of the utmost importrulce for tho auditor to understand space. 
Space can be considered to bo a viewpoint of dinensions, It does not mb,tter 
how many dimensions there arc or what conditions are sot up for theso dimonsions: 
tho resul tine; conii tion is known as "space". Thuro arc only threo dimensions 
in space in the MEST universe. Throughout GIl of its Galaxios it has only 
length, breadth ~~d depth. Space warps and oth~r things of equal interest can 
exist in ono's own universo, but thoy do not exist GS such Qvidently, in the 
MEST universe. 

The assignation of dimension is tho essence of space, but oven before 
dimension can be assignod, one must havo viewpoint. If one is ~ssignine 
dimension from his viewpoint, ho is causo; if dimension is boincr essignod to 
his viewpoint, he is effect. He is cause or effect to the dogrec thGt he can 
assien dimension ane. c~ll it space. 

The preclear has ~ viewpoint and is tho centre of that viewpoint. 
Splitting his attention often finds him occup.yi ne several viO'.-:points. 
He is capable of assuming many. \~lGre he is aware of beine awaro is, howover, 
his central vie'7point; and, although this TIay bo cOt~unicatod .dth or inter
locked to some othor vimvpoint which he could call his OIDl - oven on some other 
planet or here on earth ... ho is yet ~s himself tho c~ntre of £),ssignation of 
dimension where ho is and as he is. 

In many preclears this becomes so blurred th~t he does not know whether 
he is in or out of tho body. Hero oven the centro of vio\1point has boon over
ridden by MEST assignation of dinension. 

An essential in agreement to any illusion is tho accoptance of the 
dimensions it assiens or that one may assign to it. SpGCO is ne more com
plicated than this, but when a preclocr has beon overriden by onforced assig
nation of dimension to an onormous degree, his OIDl viovrpoil1t f.l[W bo found to 
be scattered or dispersed. It is this condition which finds tho preclear 
unable to tell whether he is in or out of his body; whon this condition exists 
he is in the state of being incapable of confrontir...g the HEST u..~iverse, even to 
the point of asserting the ownership of a centro of viewpoint. 

The solution to this problem is simplo, in principlo, although it may 
be many hours in auditing solution. "Jhore tho precloar hc.s 2. certainty of 
centre of viel1point, he exteribrisos i::unediatoly and cen bocomo a theta clear 
in a very few hours; when he hns boen comprussed by counter-efforts and 
emotions into an acceptanco of 1~ST dimonsion to th0 point whoro ho cannot 
even bo certain of a centre of viGW})oint , it is nocossar;r to rocover this 
centre of viewpoint in order to recovor a point fron which space co..". be assigned 
and, oven more importantly to tho auditor, "l7hore tho proclec.r can bo oxtoriorized 
easily and in a knowing condition. 

One of tho first "tricks" in auditing is to gut tho preclear to look 
from the centre of his hoad at his environi-:J.ent ['nd th;] room. Ho vory oft on 
seos it clearly and as it is and doos, by this, adjust his vision to soo through 
his ridgos. Even an occluded case can somotinos do this, [~U C&~ thon be 
exteriorized rapidly. The next "trick" is to find somo sogment of tho 
envirorunent which tho preclear can sec rmd then to ask hir.1 i'Th..'1.t is in the 
areas where he can sec nothinG' or doos not i7ish to soo. He \"Till say this 
or that, maybe, in these areas. Tho auditor then has hin crecte those things 
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or chanGe those things and shift those things which he is afraid may be in those 
areas until he io no longer interested, at which time he can envision the actual 
surroundings. By cont inuing this "trick" of rehabilitation of potential 
Occup::1tion of space (for a preclear will not occupy space which he considers 
dnngorous), tho proc10ar may bo found to exteriorize suddenly und sometimes 
with violence. In such a cnse ho believes himsolf to be occupying yet another 
space, hiding perhaps in the darkness of deep Ifl!:ST space, ns well as in a body. 
RoutinG oriontation and creative procossins remedies this. 

By making the preclear alter the body he is occupying, making mock-ups 
which ho superimposes nnd changes around in disagreement with the MEST universe -
upside dOVin nnd right side up - he becomes butter able to have a viewpoint from 
\",hich hG cnn create spaco or from which he ccn at least handlo IllEST universo space 

Th.; preclear who docs not exteriorize readily is not sure he is here 
at all and, indeed, he inny be co-occupying other areas. A study of tho preclear 
with the E-:no"tar loca.ting him in other spaces and bringing him into the space 
w-I)Cre he is being audited, can best be done with creative processing, not by 
running fa.csimiles for these only ma.ke him disperse oven further. This preolear 
often has difficulties with time and has space confused with time. Time is not 
handled by moving space; time is hondled simply by having and not haying. The 
ldEST univorse insists that anything that disappears must have gone somewhere; 
thUD the prec~eur is saddled ~ith the belief that he must create space to put 
things in whenever time changes. Having tho preclear conceive time change in 
the SpaClJ which ho occupies by refusing to let him go on looking at it in 
yest8rday or to see it in tomorrow, but simply making him know that it is now 
in yesterday tind the space is the SnIDO, does much to rehabilitate his orientation. 

Drills in which space is assigned arG highly beneficial to any preclear, 
and pcrticulnrly so to those precloars who do not exteriorize readily or who 
cannot easily find themselves when they are out of their body. Simply hnve the 
preclear disagreo with dimensions round him and see them with purposofUl, crentive 
distortion ,~d ho will nt loncth foca.lizo his viewpoint so thct he can handle 
spnca and know thct he is tho centro. ~ being can be knowingly in many placos 
but bein~ scattered into many placos unknowingly is the worst of conditions. 
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CREATION AND DESTRUCTION 

Self-dete~inism seeks as its goal the attainment of the goal of theta 
itself. 

Theta has the capability of locating matter and energy in time and spac~ 
and of creating time and space. 

Any action requires space and time, for space and time are necessary to 
motion. 

Motion can be defined as change of location in space, and any change of 
location requires time. 

Thus we have ~~ inter-act~ng triangle, one oorner of whioh oould be 
labelled space, another corner time, and the third energy. Matter is not in-
cluded in the triangle because matter is apparently cohesion and adhesion of 
energy. 

The oycle of a universe could be said to be the cycle of creation, growtl 
oonservation, deoay and destruction. This is the cycle of an entire universe or 
any part of that universe; it is also the oycle of life forms. 

This would compare to the three actions of energy whioh are Start, Change 
and Stop, where creation is Start, growth is enforced Change, oonservation and 
deoay are inhibited 0hange and destruction is stop. 

The two extremes of the cycle - creation and destruction or, in the terms 
of motion, Start and stop - are inter-dependent and are oonseoutive. 

There could be no creation without destruction; as one must eradicate th~ 
tenement before building the apartment house, so, in the material universe, must 
destruction and creation be intermingled. A good action oould be said to be one 
which aocomplished the maximal construction with minimal destruction; a bad action 
could be said to be one which accomplished ~,~_'!l minimal construotion with maximal 
destruction. 

That which is started and cannot be stopped and that which is stopped 
without being permitted to run a course, are alike aotions bordering upon the 
psychotic. Unreasonableness itself is defined by persistence in one or the other 
of these courses of starting something whioh cannot be stopped (as in the case of 
an-A-bomb) or of stopping something before it has reaohed a benefioial stage. 

Unlimited creation without any destruction would be insane: unlimited 
destruction without any creation would be similarly insane. 

In actuality, insar~ty can be grouped and olassified, detected and reme
died by a study of oreation and destruction. 

An individual will not be responsible for that on which he will not use 
force. The definition of responsibility is entirely within this boundary. That 
person will not be responsible in that sphere where he cannot tolerate foroe, and 
if one disoovers in an individual where he will not use force, he will find where 
that individual will also refuse to be responsible. 
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An assessment of a case can be done by use of the accompanying graph. We 
cee here creation with an arrow pointing straight downward and find there the word 
insanity, and, under this, we list the dynamics. Wherever along any of these dyna
mics the individual cannot conceive himself to be able to create, on that level he 
will be found aberrated to the degree that he does not believe himself able to create. 
This might be thought to introduce an imponderable but such is not the case, for the 
individual is most aberrated on the first dynamic and, rightly or wrongly, conceives 
that he could not create himself. This goes to the extent,in homo sapiens, of 
beli~ving that one cannot create a body and, rightly or wrongly, one is then most 
aberrated on the subject of his body. 

Potentially, because of the character of theta itself, an individual in 
an absolute and possibly unattainable state, should be able to create a universe. 
Certainly it is true that every man is his own universe and possesses within himself 
all the capabilities of a universe. 

To the extreme right of the graph we have the word destruction and an 
arrow pointing downwards toward insanity and, beneath this, the list of the dynamics. 
That individual who can only destroy along any of these dynamics and cannot or' will 
not create could be said to be aberrated on that dynamic. He is aberrated to the 
degree that he would destroy that dynamic. 
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Looking again at the column of creation, one finds the individual aber
rated anywhere along the dyna.1!lics in that co1ur.m \There the individual will only 
create and will not destroy. 

In tho destruction co1UI:ln, one finds the individucl aberrntod on D-YJ.Y 
dynamic in that column v1horc ho will not destroy. 

In the middle ground of tho grnph, wo find thQt n balance of creation 
and destruction is sc-.nity, and in the dynamics below it we find tho individual 
sane wherever he l7i11 croc.te :;,n:.1 destroy. 

Use of this graph and these principles enable tho auditor to assess 
hitherto hidden compulsions .:IDd obsessions on tho part of tho prec1eC'.r. 

This is an auditing graph. If one looks nt it in c.nother w~ than 
auditing, he finds thoro laid out what hns boen occasionally posod as a philo
sophy of existenco. Frederick Niotzsche, in his book "Thus Spake Zarathustra", 
prosen~s as a desirable code of conduct unlimited willingness to destroy. 
Philosophically the gr~ph has little or no workQbi1ity, In order to survive 
in any universe, conduct must be regu1ntod by a sense of ethics. Ethics c..re 
possible on a reasonable level only when the individual is high on the tone 
scale. In the absence of such height, ethics are supplanted by morn1s which 
can be defined as an arbitrary code of conduct not necess[~i1y related to reason. 
Should one attempt to rGgu1r,to his co~duct on tho b~sis of unlimited croation 
or destruction, he would find it nocessnry to f'..ct entirely without judgment to 
put his philosophy into effect. It is noteworthy that the late nazi regime 
con serve as a clinical test of tho vlOrkabili ty of a scheme of things wherein 
un1imi ted creation oild destruction c.re held ~ en ido.J.1. I heard [" rumour 
lately thf'..t }~do1f Hitler was doad. 

BE. HLVE lJJD DO 

The physiCist has l~ng been on n carousel with regard to the compon
ent parts of the mnterin1 univorso. 

He has h~d to define time in terms of space and energy, space in terms 
of time and energy, ~d energy in toros of time ~d space, and matter as a com
bination of all t.hree. 'I7hen three factors exist at such an cl ti tude in 11 

SCience, there can be no further clarification unless tho material can be rel
ated to experience of ~~ oqua1 magnitude. 

The current definition in scientology has this liability: if se1f
determinism is the location of matter and energy in time and space, and the 
creation, change end destruction of time and space, then there is no compar-
able data by which to eva1uc.te this level. ~~e physicist has fO~YJ.d the 
inter-relationship, time, space and enorgy, to be invaluable and has, indeed, 
produced a civilisation from this inter-relationship. Just as, with our 
defini tion of self-determinism, it is possib10 to de-aberrato D-YJ. individual 
and increase his potentialities in a ,fay nevor before suspected possible, and 
with a speed which exceeds all past estim~tes even in tho science of sciento
logy. 

Because we arc now working from a higher understanding than time, 
space and energy, it is possible to compare these to experience in such a way 
as to broaden their use and modify their force or increase it. Control of 
time, space and energy comes now well within our capabilities. 
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Space, time and energy in experience become Be, Have and Do, the component 
parts of experience itself. 

Spnce could be said to be BE. One can be in a space without change and 
;7ithout time; ono can also be, without action. 

The essence of time is apparently possession. When possession ceases, 
tho record of time ceases. Without possession change cannot bo observed; in the 
presence of possession change can be observed. Thus it is deduced that time and 
possession nre inter-dcpcmd'Jnt. 

Tho past could be sub-divided into Had, Should Have Had, Didn't Have, and 
Jot, Should Eayo Gotton, Didn't Get,o.nd Gave, Should Have Given, Didn't Give. 

The present could be sub-divided into Have, Should Have, Do Not Have, and 
Jiving, Should Be Giving, Not Giving, and Receiving, Should Be Receiving, Not 
lecoiving. 

The futur0 is sub-divisible into Will Have, Should Have, Will Not Have, 
~d Getting, Will Bo Getting, Will Not Be Getting, and Will Receive, Will Not 
:teceive. 

In each of tho above, past, presontand future, the word would apply for 
my individual or any part of tho dyno..llics to 1:IJ.1 the other dynamics. 

The way one knows thoro was a past is by knowing the conditions of the 
9ast. ThG most revelatory of t~se is thG facsimile which was taken in the past. 
Jowever, without any possession in the present stemming forward from the past, the 
9ast becomes unimportant; or, because possession ceased, the past is obliterated. 
rhe single ~attor of the body of a past lifp not being in the present life inval
idates tho existence of the past life to the individual who then does not - or does 
aot care to - remember it. Yet the facsimiles can be nevertheless effective upon 
aim. 

Similarly the individual docs· not conceive to any extent time, past, the 
ieath of his body, since he will have no body. 

Energy, whether ~n the field C?f thought, emotion or effort, can be summed 
into DO. It requires boingness and havingness in order to achieve dOingness 
Here we have the static of space acting against the kinetic of possession to produce 
action in the field of thought, emotion or effort, the various categories of 
doingness. 

Should one care to test this as a process on a pre-clear, he will find 
that the missing portions of tho pre-clear's past have to do with loss of something. 
Loss itself is tho single most aberrativG factor in living. It has long been known 
in this scionce that the reloase of ~ grief charge was an important single improve
m~nt in the pre-clear. Grief is entirely and only concerned with loss or threat
ened loss. Pain its81f can bo dofined in terms of loss, for pain is the threat 
which tells one that loss of mobility or a portion of the body or the environment 
is imminent. Man has pein so thoroughly identified with loss that in sarno lan
guages tho '70rds ~"!x0 synonomous. 

Loss is always idontificd with HAVE, for if one doesn't have, one cannot 
loso. 

The Hindu sought to depart into his Nirvana by refusing to have anything 
to do with lmvip~. He sought thus to promote himsolf into Being. He saw that 
so long as hu retained [.~ grasp on [!. body in any degree he 'I7aS Having, and thus was 
prcssud into Doing. 
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Having and Being are often identified to the degree that many people 
attempt exclusively to Be only by Having. The capitalist judges his own beingness 
solely by the degree of possession, not even vaguely by the degree of action he is 
able to execute. 

Possessions absorb ruld enforce time; only without possessions would one 
be able to regulate time at will. This is a singular attribute of the cleared 
theta clear, and to him possession of MEST is extremely unimportant. 

One can make up for a lack of Having by DOing, and by DOing accor.tplishes 
Having and thus regulates time. 

Having enhances either Being or Doing, as is sometimes severely rocog
nised by one who would like to toke a vacation or a trip to foreign lands. 

Doing can enhance ei thor Being or Having: a balanced Doing slants in 
both directions, but if one docs uithout Having, his Boing increasGs, as is well
known by anyone who insists on doing favours without recompense, and without gain. 

There is an optimUl!l speed of Doing. If one travGls less than that speed, 
he has Ii ttle Being and Having; if one travels greator than that speed, he has to 
abandon both Being and Having. This is applicable especially to the MEST universe. 
Tho case of a race driver is in point. He must assume a contempt for Being and 
Having in order to achieve tho speeds he docs. 

When change is too rapid both Beingness and Havingness suffer. When 
change is too slow both Beingness ruld Havingness suffer. For Chrulge is essentially 
the redirection of energy. 

In the assessment of a pre-clear, one Crul easily trace, by use of the 
triangle, Be, Have and Do; and b¥ placing this over a second triangle with space 
at the point of Be, time at the point of Have and energy at the point of Do, where 
the pre-clear is over-balanced and why the pre-clear cannot handlo time or why he 
is trying to occupy too much space without being able to fill it, or why his life 
is complicated iii th too much havingness and has reduced his boingnoss to nought. 

In the MEST universe as well as in a constructed universe, these throe 
factors should be balanced for orderly progress. 
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CRElaIVE PROCESSING 

The whole of the data covored in this volume is utilised in creative 
processing. One has mastered tho component parts of the mind and the inter
relationships of space, anorgy, items and expcrienc~, he will find creative pro
cessing surpassingly easy to apply ~~ productive of very swift results. The 
goal of this process is tho rehabilitation of as much of th8 thetan's capability 
as possible to permit him to utilise or bo froe of bodies as he choosos and, 
even in lesser magnitude, to rid the preclear of psycho-somatics, eradicate 
compulsions, obsessions and inhibitions, to raise his reaction time and intelli
gence level. This process docs ",;"lhatevor has boen previously intended by 
earlier processus, - utilising a knowledge of these in order to naSOBS the 
state of tho precloox, and in order to parallel this difficulty with creation, 
cha:nee end destruction of mock-ups. 

Gradient scales C.r'3 vi tally necessary in tho application of creative 
processing. ThG term "gradient soalo" can arply to anything, and means a 
scale of condition graduated fro~ zero to infinity. Absolutes arc considered 
to bo unobtainable. Depending on the direction the scale is graduated, there 
could be an infinity of wrongnoss .:mel an infinity of riG'htness. Thus the 
grc..dient scale of riGhtness would r.m from the theoreticcl but unobtainable 
zero of rightness, up to the theoretical a.r..d infinity of rightness. A gradient 
sccie of 17rongness would run from a zoro of wrongness to en infin::' ty of wrong
ness. Tho rlord "gradiont II is mCQ...'1t to define lessening or increasing degrees 
of condition. The differenco botueon one point on a graduated scale and 
another point could bo as difforent or as wido as the entire range of the scale 
itself, or it could be so tiny as to need tho most minute discernment for its 
estcblishmont. The gradiGnt scale of the croation of a being could be - but 
in creative processing generally is not - concerned with timo. In creative 
processing, the eradient scale, c..s it would refor to the creation of a person, 
could be, first, the envisionmont of en area i7hero tho person might have be~n 
or night bo; then the envisioIl..L'7lont of an area the person commonly frequented; 
at last, the crQ['~tion of a footprint the person had made, and then perhaps some 
article of apparel or a possession such as c.. handkerchief. The creative steps 
would then continue until more and more of a person was established, and at 
last tho entire person would have been croc..ted. Likevdso in the destruction 
of a. person, the gradi0~t scale could, but gonerally would not, begin with 
blOwing him up or mnking hiTa {Sr0\7 old. If tho auditor finds the preclear 
diffid<:lnt about destroying CUl illusion of somo person, the enviromnent can 
first be diminished sliGhtly; then p~rhaps the person's shadow might be 
shortenod, end. so on until the ontire person could be destroyed. The essence 
of gradient scale work is to do as much creation, change or destruction in 
terms of illusion as the precloc..r can accomplish·with confidence, and to go 
from successful step to greater step until an ntiro success in destruction, 
elteratiQn or creation (or their compcnion st~tus of experience, such as 
start, change and stop) is acconplish3d. 

Tho mind uorks easily if led through successive successes into a 
complete confidence. The mind can be confused and sot back enormously by 
demanding that it do too much too fast. Tho same too much can be accomplished 
by requesting of the mind t~~t it do smell portions of the task; this does not 
mean th[:!.t processinc should go slo~7ly or that illusions which are easy to create 
change or destroy should havo much tine spent on them. It does mean that as 
soon as auditor has established [1. disability on the part of the preclear in 
creating illusions of certain places, parsons, conditions, things, colours or 
any other thine in this or any othur 1ll1ivorse, he approo,.ches the subject 
gradually by gradient scalo and by accomplishinG repeated successes with the 
preclear of greator o.nd creater magnitudo; finclly achieving a complete 
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banishment of the disability. 

The reason a preclear cannot altar a postulato, or chango or start or 
stop, lies in the influence upon him of his agreoIDonts and oxperiencos in the 
~~ST and other universes. To run theso agreements QnQ experiences out as such 
would be, in part, to agree with them over again. Tho mind is actually quite 
freG to al tor postulc,tGS nnd chango ito oym condition·, if perr.Ii tted to do so at 
a spoed that it finds c·omfortable. Tho mind' will not take 'rlido divergences 
which seem to it to tend towurd its mm diminishmont or destruction. It was 
by a gradi~nt scalo of agreement that ho camo at last to accept and very nearly 
succumb to the MEST univorse itself. The build-up of illusion was so slow and 
insidious that only the closest l1SSeSSmGnt 'would reveal to tho preclear c.nd the 
auditor how far these tiny stops of aGreomGnt lod nt last. 

The motto of tho I'llEST universe could be said to be: "Thou shalt have 
no 'force nor illusion, nor thine own space, nor solf-mnde energy or thing, for 
all illusion is mine and with that thou shalt agroo. If thou r.~rt, I shall 
not be." By a sorios of minute agreemonts, the preclear has at last givGn up 
all his ovm belief in his ability to mclw n. universc, or evan m create and main
tcin minor illusions. Ho does not know or evon suspect that ho is capablo of 
pr.odncing illusions sufficiently stror~ to bo observnblo by others, ~~d if he 
thought this wore truo, he would attributo it to some mysterious thing and, so 
short and final are the punishments of tho MEST univorso, he would tend to shy 
away from this; but upon his ability to create illusion dopends the very ex
istenco of all his hopes [';.nd droams and any boauty he will over SOG or feel. 
In truth, all sonsation which he believes to come fro!!l those 11O.SS0S of illusory 
energy known as the ~,1jEST universe, lU'O first implanted through agroomont upon 
what he is to perceive and then percGived c.gc.in by himself, -,-lith tho step hidden 
t~,t he has extended his 0'111 sensation to be felt ~~d perceived by himself. He 
is fully convincod that tho 1~ST universo itoelf has sensation which it can 
deliver to him, whereas all the MEST universe has is an enforced agreemont 'which 
though of no substance, yet by a gradiont scnlG crume to bo an illusion which 
seems very masterful to a preclear. To prove the reality ~~d soliQity of tho 
}EST universe, the precle~r could pound his fist upon a desk and demonstrate 
th~t his fist ~~d met somothing. Ho is making again the error of inplnnting 
sensation and not knouing ho h~s implanted it, for the fist which ho pounds on 
the dosk is 0. MEST univprso fist conoisting of llIEST universe energy, which is 
itself a llffi:ST universe .'lgreemcnt, IlIld it is r:J.Goting a desk which is MEST universe, 
he is only demonstrating that when tho MEST universe is perc0iYod to impact upon 
the ~mST universe, one can then implcnt 0. realistic impact cmd reperceivo it for 
his own wonderful edification. Reality, then, is 0. delusion because it is 
one's own illusion which has been disowned by ono and is then receivod by one 
o.s being another thing. Only by shedding all responsibility for one's own 
energy can one fell into this covert trap. If one is unwilling to bo respon
sible for energy, he is capablo of using energy Qlld thon not perceiving that 
he uses it. Ono who blames others continunlly can bo discovered to effect 
most of the things for which ho is blaming other people. In such a way, an 
individual with the "very best MEST universe, Mark 10,000 Gars ll takes no 
responsibility for having implanted the sonsation of sound in order to receive 
the sensation of aund. A preclear as he comes up the tone-scale !!lore and r:J.ore 
often catches himsolf doing this, and even though he docs not know the principles 
involved (for no preclear hns to be oducatod in Sciontology to receive benefit 
from it), he recognises that oven in tho case of a loud crnsh, his continuation 
of association from his enviromlont parmi ts hi!:i to perceive with othors that c
crash has tcl<:en place of objects 'lhich he with oth.3rs continuously recroates 
solidly, and that he must actually causo for his own perception the sound of the 
crash. In that the beingness of an individual is actually extended for miles 
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in all directions around him if not nuch further, any idea or thought or past 
thought (as there is no past) is part of his boingness, pnd so he must continu
ally strive to be "faithful to his agreoments with the :rvlEST universe". 

To undo this state of affairs it is only necessary to rehabilitate 
the aw~eness of the preclear that he himself is capable of croating illusions. 
1~ he rehabilitates this facility, the preclear, without cny coaching or 
evaluation on tho part of the auditor, begins to recognise t~~t his viewpoint 
is expanding and that he is becoming all-perv~sive, but that he cnn collect 
his c,wnreness at any point, Dnd that the "brutal reality" all around him is 
continuously manufactured by himsolf out of ~r;roem.;:mts and association with 
other viowpoints. So long as he is fixed in a condition where he is in 
agreoment -iTi th all spaces nnd vie,lpoints, he sees and fools ~utomaticnlly 
with all other such viewpoints. Ho is above tho lovel of energy, if one 
CM use th8 tCI'l!l, on the srune wavelength with D,ll other beinen-ess, a con-
dition which does not permit differentintion. JlJ3 he rehabilitr:.tes his abilities 
in indGpendent crec.tion~ he can chaneo this "wavoloneth" at will, and can go 
into or out of agrecmont \lith all other points of boingness. Tho matter of 
perceivinG, then, becomes entirely a matt~r of self-choico. It is, for 
instance, ~uite startling to a preclear to discover that as soon as he is 
free of the ridges of the body (which is to say, when he has discovered ho 
CGll change his viewpoint) that he is already partly out of c.greement with other 
viewpoints, and that tho l~ST universe becomes sliGhtly jumbled. He is apt 
to be very anxious about this, for it is in conflict with the agreementsto 
which he is subject. He imnediately noy strugGle very hard to regain a state 
of nffairs whereby he can view the I1!EST universe as everyone els G views it. 
Indeed, the auditor must continually bo on gunrd to prevent tho preclear from 
attempting to rc-nssume these agreements. A badly-trained auditor can always 
be identified by the fact that he al~ires the preclear's anxiety that tho pre
clear view tho environment as the environment "should be". Thc reason why a 
non-cleared auditor does not do well with these processes is that ho is very 
QUXious for tho preclenr to continue ncreement with all others and to perceive 
the surroundings 2.S exactly when exteriorized as he did i7hon he was looking 
through MEST eyes and p~rceptions (which is to say, when tho preclear was at 
his exact, agreed-upon point of viewpoint). The ability to perceivG the MEST 
universe is the ability to acree. Tho preclear's accuracy of perception of 
the MEST universe is of no conse~uence. ~Ul auditor can 2.ct to permit or even 
encourage a procleQr to try to sec, feol and hear the ~IEST universe when ex
teriorized long before the preclear is prepared to do so with e~uanimity. 
The cuditor, when doine this, is dramatising his ovm urge to aeroe with view
points [1.!ld perceive. ~", preclenr who oxtoriorises readily may find with a 
shock that he is not perceiving the lll!EST universe as he commonly supposes it 
should be perceived and quickly eo back into his body to reassure himself that 
he is "keepine his contract of acreemont". If the auditor domands that the 
precle12r porceive the environment when exteriorized, then tho auditor will 
discover thc.t tho preclec.r will drop in tone and that, when he has gone into 
his body once more, a groat deal of pationt auditing is nocessary to regain 
tho preclo~r'sconfidence in himself. The preclear exteriorizing may find 
himself in all sorts of space and time cross-ups, for ho has insufficient 
conrnand of space and enerGY to independently sort out viewpoints when unass
isted by the oriontation of the MEST body itself, which is, of course, in 
debasod and degraded agreement of a very set nature. 

There arc two "shuns". These are invalidation and evaluation. 
The auditor must eschew thom vieorously. Tho major invalidation which 
could be practised in usine Scientology 8-8008 would be a domand that the 
preclear see the environment as it is soon thrOUGh 1mST percoption or to 
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criticise him for not being able to do so. The m~jo~ity of the preclear's 
perceptions mO¥ be correct., but some percentage of hit perception is going to 
be enough "off wavelengthll with other agreement viewpoints to cause him to 
:F~-,·ceive strangely After a very large amount of auditing, Gven as much as 
50 hom .. ? when the preclear has regained his o.biliiiY to cref'..te V7ith considor
able sol:Ldi:;= his ovm illusions, it will be found t~t the preclear can at 
will PG_~oo!ve the __ ::o~ universe and Cl:'..n do so V7ith Q.Jcuracy. HG can further, 
without the aid of a body, ~~ Qpjocts, hGal at a. distance and do a thousand 
other lIinteresting tricksll which could "'u:'7 well be viewed with considerable 
awe, for they havG not been seen on earth in recorded histol.'Y but have liv"d 
in legend. 

Using Standard OpGrating Procedure, ISSUG 3, as given in this volume, 
the auditor yet takes a very thorough assessmont of hispreclenr with an E-metGr. 
He discovers, in accordance with inforoation in this book, what the preclear is 
unable to start, ch~~ge, stop; croa.te, alter, destroy> be,do or have; differ
entia.te, o.ssociate or identify; on oach and overy one of tho eight dynamics and 
their component parts. The auditor makes a completo list. This is tho Can't 
list. Extoriorised, if possible, or'intoriorisod as in the later numbered cases, 
the preclear is then made to IImock-upll illusions c.bout ec.ch one of these Can'ts 
end to chc.nge the size, charactor and position of the illusion or any part 
theroof in space, shift it in time, simply by knowing it has been shifted by him, 
until at last the precleo.r is c.blo to hnndle the whole object of tho Can't with 
complete facility. 

Can'ts nny be an inability to destroy women or snakGs or specific 
p~rsons, or creo.te machinery, or write legibly. The preclear is requested 
to accomplish by illusions the smallest gradient of the Can't with which he 
can successfully start; and, undGr auditor direction, by moving this small 
portion of the whole here and there in spo.ce, tipping it this wc.y and that 
and naking it, in particular, disobey "natural laws" in the lI.ffi:ST universe, 
the preclear is led to tU1 ability to create, change or destroy the Can't. 

Tho Cc.n't is ~so tho Must. Con't is an inhibition; Must is an 
enforcement. rlhat must the preclec.r do and who.t must be dono to him? By 
whom? By creo.tive processing a.nd gradient sca.los, he achieves mock-ups un
til each one of these musts becomes a "C~ if I want to, but don't have to". 

Thore are also the Desires. These are the cravings for sensation 
or possession or identification which brought the preclear into and made him 
continue agreements. Behind every case, the Desires nre paramount and of 
greater importance than tho Cants. Why does he desire bodies? Why is his 
second dynamic aberrated? Why does he feel he cannot be free? Can he 
differentiate between his own actual wantingness and the wantingness of MESl' 
itself which is trying to have ~? The Desires are resolved by creative 
processing whorein tho preclear does mock-ups of the necessary acts whichhe 
desires or the necessary behaviours which brought him into agreement, until 
he can at last laugh at them. 

In tha.t creative processing does not tnke long in terms of time, 
tho assessment list can a.fford to be very broad and to cover every possible 
phase through the system of tho dynamics and the cycles of action. 

illusion: 
This is a list of things the preclear must be able to do vath an 

Create the condition, energy or object 
Conserve it 



Protect it 
Control it 
Hide it 
Chango it 
l,go it 
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Make it go bacbvards on ~ cycle of action 
Percoive it with all purcoptions 
Shift it at will in tim.) 
RGurrunge it 
Duplicate it 
Turn it ups~a.G do,m or on the side at will 
Mako it disobey MEST laws 
Be it 
Not be it 
Destroy it. 

In ordor to accomplish these things, if tho whole of any condition cannot 
be fulfilled by gradient scale, some ti~~ portion of the condition must be fulfilled. 

When a small condition he.s been fulfilled, the condition is then enlarged 
until the whole condition can be fulfilled. 

That preclear who cannot get even a shadow of an illusion so that he can 
percGivc it in cmy nanner must be coaxed to see uhite spots, black spots, of his own 
creation, and to ch~ge those in space and time, enlarge and contract them, until he 
has a certain cOlmnand cmd control of black and vrhi te. This must be done \'Ti th such 
a preclear without regard to the mlll1ber of hours it takes or the patience of tho 
drill. It can be done with the eyes open or closed, whichever the preclear finds 
best. 

Ylhcn the precloar is discovored to be trying to prevent a motion or con
di tion, the m.1ditor should magnify that very condition with new mock-ups related to 
it, i.u. if objects keop l~shing in on the preclear, mock-up objects rushing in 
until tho action is Gnorlllously magnified but under tho preclear's complete control. 
If tho preclear cannot stcrt sODGthing, !:lako hirl stop it. If ho cannot reverse a 
direction, r.!E'Jeo him ch.~mgo tho nature of the object which he is trying to reverse 
enough times to permit him to roverse the original disability. If the preclear 
cannot create sObuthing J havo him creJ..te anything even vaguely associated with it, 
and by association at l~~st hc.ve hi:n mock-up tho actual thing. 

The essonco of croative processing is moving objects in space when they 
have been I.1ocked-up. They arc: r.lOved near and fbI, to the right, left, behind the 
preclear, below his feet, above his hcad and in front of him. He must know that 
he has chc.nged tho location of the objoct. If he cannot make a large change, ho.ve 
him do G. smell chungo of location. If ho cannot do a. small change of location, 
hc.ve him <1ltor tho object by turning it differet colours, or by enlarging or con
tracting it, or by pushing it away or bringing it near him, until he can make it 
move sideways. In fli.iling to do this, have him do D. chango with some allied 
object. 

The essence of creative processir~ is Q continuation of success. Be 
~areful not to give the preclear things which make him fail. Do not let his 
failures nount up. Estimate the precloar ~d pay attention to what he is doing; 
find out from him continua.lly the condition of his illUSions, if you yourself as 
an auditor cannot see them. Putting objects into yesterday or tomorrow or well 
into the future or into tho past is vitally nocessary to processing. 
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COIl:'\7.ro"l of the illusion is the essence of commands. The preclear mus1 
be able to create, grow, conserve, d~cay ~~d destroy; start, change and stop; 
be do and h~e; differentiate, associate and identify; handle in space, with 
energy cmd in time; nI'~ object, actuel or mythical, in all the eight dynamics, 
and with high preference given to unything which disobeys "natural laws" of the 
MEST universe. 

That auditor with a high order of imagination who is hi~self clear, 
finds mock-ups very easy to "think up" :md rElQ,uest to the prGcleca, but it is not 
necessary to have such an :L'!lagination, as". routine aS3Gszf':l1t ,d.ll cliscover 
immediately that the most ordinary things fall into the CQJI.' t, I'i:ust end Desire 
brackets in the preclear's life. 

The preclear vdll be discovered on the first dyn~~ic, quito ordinarily~ 
not to be able to create, change or destroy, especially d.Gstroy, his own body or 
bodies in which he thinks he is encased within his own body (old time-track bodi( 
such as a Fifth Invader Force body). Ho will he founcl to be incapable in many 
directions with fllcsimiles, communication lines a:.d othCl~ matt;;;:rs on the first 
dynrunic &ono. On the second dynamic, I:l.:my 'incapabili tics Viill come to view, a:
so on along all the dynamic. On the fifth d;y'l:nmiv, he vrill 'lui to ordinarily be 
found incapable of handling snakes, spidors, vicious fish, bacteria, "!iild. animal 
domestic pets. On the seventh dynamic he l'fill be discovered unable 4;ohar..dle 
0ther theto.ns, even in the most elementary f[~shion of bril~ing two dots of light 
into proximity ond then separating them (on eXGrcise which blows hcad ridges .in 
many preclears quite explosively). On the eighth dynamic his limitations quite 
ordinarily become too obvious for comment, but on each a.""ld. every dynamic he must 
be abl~ to do any of the nbove cycles or conditions. 

standard Oper~ting Proc~durc tells how to exteriorize a the tan. Creat 
processing, rising-seale postulate changing, postulate processing, are then 
~ecessary to bring him toward. a stato of a cleared thGtn clear. The state of 
~het~ cIGar simply dcm~ds that the preclcr~ remains outside his body when tho 
body itself is hurt, ~~d the state is adequate to prevent his being trapped agai 
oy a body except in unusual circumstances. There is no guarantee of long conti 
ti.ance in the condition. Tho state of cle.'1!'ed theta clea;r is, however, another 
"';hing, for it mea...""lS a person who is able to crcate his ovm universe; or, living 
~n the ~~ST universe, is able to create illusions perceivable by others at will, 
to handlE: ·l\iEST universe objacts without mechanical means and. to have and feel no 
need of bodios or even the l\mST univGrse to keep himself and his friends inter
E:stedin oxistenco. 

TEE E~-:O 
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